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From daysa at oplin.org Mon Jan 3 15:50:21 2005
From: daysa at oplin.org (Sandy Day)
Date: Mon Jan 3 15:25:31 2005
Subject: [Genealib] WWII data and Texas
Message-ID: <000801c4f1d5$d78433b0$0d56d542@steubenville.lib.oh.us>
Hi
Today I was given a donation called
"The 90th"
This is a softcover 90 + page book that includes photos, history and names of men
in the 90th Division og WWII from June 1944-May 1945. This company came from Camp
Barkeley, TX and actually is a rebirth of sorts of the 90th from WWI era in TX. The
division consisted of 357th, 358th and 359th Infantry Regiments, 315th Engineers,
315th Medical Bttn., 415th Qtmt. Battn., 90th Signal Company and 90th Recon.
Troops.
I have 3 copies of this and will mail for postage to the first request. I hope it
will be of value to someone.
Sandy Day
Schiappa Library
Steubenville, OH
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://lists.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20050103/ac39075e/
attachment.htm
From jeffrey at bartlesville.lib.ok.us Mon Jan 3 15:46:42 2005
From: jeffrey at bartlesville.lib.ok.us (Jeffrey Joseph Courouleau)
Date: Mon Jan 3 15:29:18 2005
Subject: [Genealib] WWII data and Texas
In-Reply-To: <000801c4f1d5$d78433b0$0d56d542@steubenville.lib.oh.us>
Message-ID: <OGEIJJEGLGNGHLOLCNLCKECODKAA.jeffrey@bartlesville.lib.ok.us>
Have you contacted libraries in the area in Texas to see if they would be
interested in your spares?
Jeffrey
*******************************************************************
Jeffrey J. Courouleau, MLIS
Local & Family History Librarian
Bartlesville Public Library
600 S. Johnstone Avenue
Bartlesville, OK, 74003
E-Mail: jeffrey@bartlesville.lib.ok.us
Office Telephone: 918-337-5332
LFH Helpdesk: 918-337-5333
http://www.bartlesville.lib.ok.us
*******************************************************************
-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu]On Behalf Of Sandy Day
Sent: Monday, January 03, 2005 14:50
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists

Subject: [Genealib] WWII data and Texas
Hi
Today I was given a donation called
"The 90th"
This is a softcover 90 + page book that includes photos, history and names
of men in the 90th Division og WWII from June 1944-May 1945. This company
came from Camp Barkeley, TX and actually is a rebirth of sorts of the 90th
from WWI era in TX. The division consisted of 357th, 358th and 359th
Infantry Regiments, 315th Engineers, 315th Medical Bttn., 415th Qtmt.
Battn., 90th Signal Company and 90th Recon. Troops.
I have 3 copies of this and will mail for postage to the first request. I
hope it will be of value to someone.
Sandy Day
Schiappa Library
Steubenville, OH

From Dlunow at aol.com Mon Jan 3 16:06:36 2005
From: Dlunow at aol.com (Dlunow@aol.com)
Date: Mon Jan 3 15:49:05 2005
Subject: [Genealib] WWII data and Texas
Message-ID: <46.6005a819.2f0b0ddc@aol.com>
Dear Sandy:
We would love a copy!
Stagecoach Library for Genealogical Research
485 CR 1492
Wimberley, Texas
PLEASE MAIL TO:
Stagecoach Library for Genealogical Research
% Diane Lunow
4023 Sul Ross Street
Houston, Texas 77027-5719
thanks Diane
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://lists.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20050103/1878ec88/
attachment.htm
From tluscombe at mckinneytexas.org Mon Jan 3 16:12:19 2005
From: tluscombe at mckinneytexas.org (Tracy Luscombe)
Date: Mon Jan 3 15:55:12 2005
Subject: [Genealib] WWII data and Texas
Message-ID: <7A24704D4F52D1448B44D1199909095B5CCC79@mckex1.ds.mckinneytexas.org>
Skipped content of type multipart/alternative-------------- next part
-------------The material in this e-mail is intended only for the use of the individual to whom
it is addressed and may contain information that is confidential, privileged, and

exempt from disclosure under applicable law. If you are not the intended recipient,
be advised that the unauthorized review, use, disclosure, duplication,
distribution, or the taking of any action in reliance on this information is
strictly prohibited. If you have received this e-mail in error, please notify the
sender by return email and destroy all electronic and paper copies of the original
message and any attachments immediately. Please note that neither City of McKinney
nor the sender accepts any responsibility for viruses and it is your responsibility
to scan attachments (if any). Thank You.
From daysa at oplin.org Mon Jan 3 16:21:54 2005
From: daysa at oplin.org (Sandy Day)
Date: Mon Jan 3 15:57:15 2005
Subject: [Genealib] TX WWII books are already spoken for
Message-ID: <002701c4f1da$3fe7b1d0$0d56d542@steubenville.lib.oh.us>
Hi
The books have found a home already. That was the speediest transaction I have ever
seen!!
Sandy Day
Schiappa Library
Steubenville, OH
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://lists.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20050103/8da8f074/
attachment.htm
From daysa at oplin.org Mon Jan 3 16:43:15 2005
From: daysa at oplin.org (Sandy Day)
Date: Mon Jan 3 16:18:08 2005
Subject: [Genealib] WWII data and Texas
References: <46.6005a819.2f0b0ddc@aol.com>
Message-ID: <005201c4f1dd$3b13db40$0d56d542@steubenville.lib.oh.us>
Diane
I will happily mail you one of the copies.
Sandy
----- Original Message ----From: Dlunow@aol.com
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Sent: Monday, January 03, 2005 4:06 PM
Subject: Re: [Genealib] WWII data and Texas
Dear Sandy:
We would love a copy!
Stagecoach Library for Genealogical Research
485 CR 1492
Wimberley, Texas
PLEASE MAIL TO:
Stagecoach Library for Genealogical Research
% Diane Lunow
4023 Sul Ross Street
Houston, Texas 77027-5719
thanks Diane

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://lists.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20050103/ccf5c821/
attachment.htm
From daysa at oplin.org Mon Jan 3 16:43:33 2005
From: daysa at oplin.org (Sandy Day)
Date: Mon Jan 3 16:18:56 2005
Subject: [Genealib] WWII data and Texas
References: <7A24704D4F52D1448B44D1199909095B5CCC79@mckex1.ds.mckinneytexas.org>
Message-ID: <006c01c4f1dd$45d0e140$0d56d542@steubenville.lib.oh.us>
Tracy
I will happily mail you one of the copies.
Sandy
----- Original Message ----From: Tracy Luscombe
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Sent: Monday, January 03, 2005 4:12 PM
Subject: RE: [Genealib] WWII data and Texas
Sandy,
We'll take a copy.
Thanks,
Tracy E. Luscombe
Genealogy Librarian
McKinney Memorial Public Library
101 E. Hunt Street
McKinney, TX 75069
972-547-7343
tluscombe@mckinneytexas.org
-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealibbounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu]On Behalf Of Sandy Day
Sent: Monday, January 03, 2005 2:50 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: [Genealib] WWII data and Texas
Hi
Today I was given a donation called
"The 90th"
This is a softcover 90 + page book that includes photos, history and names of
men in the 90th Division og WWII from June 1944-May 1945. This company came from
Camp Barkeley, TX and actually is a rebirth of sorts of the 90th from WWI era in
TX. The division consisted of 357th, 358th and 359th Infantry Regiments, 315th
Engineers, 315th Medical Bttn., 415th Qtmt. Battn., 90th Signal Company and 90th
Recon. Troops.

I have 3 copies of this and will mail for postage to the first request. I hope
it will be of value to someone.
Sandy Day
Schiappa Library
Steubenville, OH
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------The material in this e-mail is intended only for the use of the individual to
whom it is addressed and may contain information that is confidential, privileged,
and exempt from disclosure under applicable law. If you are not the intended
recipient, be advised that the unauthorized review, use, disclosure, duplication,
distribution, or the taking of any action in reliance on this information is
strictly prohibited. If you have received this e-mail in error, please notify the
sender by return email and destroy all electronic and paper copies of the original
message and any attachments immediately. Please note that neither City of McKinney
nor the sender accepts any responsibility for viruses and it is your responsibility
to scan attachments (if any). Thank You.

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://lists.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20050103/270f31a2/
attachment.htm
From Dlunow at aol.com Mon Jan 3 17:21:23 2005
From: Dlunow at aol.com (Dlunow@aol.com)
Date: Mon Jan 3 17:04:00 2005
Subject: [Genealib] WWII data and Texas
Message-ID: <df.a1a5137.2f0b1f63@aol.com>
thanks
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://lists.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20050103/fae31ae1/
attachment.htm
From bettybarcode at yahoo.com Tue Jan 4 12:38:51 2005
From: bettybarcode at yahoo.com (Cynthia Van Ness)
Date: Tue Jan 4 12:24:08 2005
Subject: [Genealib] Heraldry again
Message-ID: <20050104173851.3610.qmail@web12507.mail.yahoo.com>
When I have a patron who wants his/her "family crest," I get out
the appropriate sources but I also tell them that a crest is a
form of private property, kind of like a trademark. I use this
analogy: if your name is McDonald, you still don't get to
display the golden arches on your door because they don't belong

to you, they belong to someone else (a corporation) that happens
to have the same name as you. This is an analogy, however
imperfect, that people understand. Then they can go ahead and
use the crest or not, but at least they're informed.
=====
*:-.,_,.-:*'``'*:-.,_,.-:*'``'*:-.,_,.-:*'``'*:-.,_,.-:**:-.,_,.-*
Cynthia Van Ness, MLS, bettybarcode AT yahoo DOT com
www.buffaloresearch.com
"My heart is moved by all I cannot save:
So much has been destroyed
I have to cast my lot with those
who, age after age, perversely, with no extraordinary
power, reconstitute the world." -Adrienne Rich
From Susan.Scouras at wvculture.org Tue Jan 4 15:19:18 2005
From: Susan.Scouras at wvculture.org (Susan Scouras)
Date: Tue Jan 4 15:02:49 2005
Subject: [Genealib] Genealogy patrons and heraldry
Message-ID: <3C3AAA3A260F8B42B08D24D1CAEC0669023222A0@mail.wvculture.local>
While we do not get requests for family crests very often, they usually
are begin sought for inclusion as the frontispiece for a family history
book or to frame and hang. One request was for a crest to print on a
family reunion t-shirt. Most are looking for a color illustration, or
for a description that identifies the colors used in the crest. We try
to inform them of the "rules" of heraldry and specific family crests,
but no one has ever been deterred by the information. We point them
toward our mostly ancient collection of heraldry books and leave it at
that.
This discussion started the day after I received a phone call from a
woman looking for the crest of the McCoy family of feud fame. She told
me she had found the crest belonging to this specific family, but it was
in black and white. She wanted to know the colors to fill in.
Susan Scouras
Librarian
West Virginia Archives and History Library
The Cultural Center
1900 Kanawha Blvd. East
Charleston, WV 25305-0300
(304) 558-0230, Ext. 742
susan.scouras@wvculture.org
-----Original Message----From: Irene Johnson [mailto:ienj43@xmission.com]
Sent: Thursday, December 30, 2004 2:02 PM
To: 'Librarians Serving Genealogists'
Subject: RE: [Genealib] Genealogy patrons and heraldry
"I don't know if any of them has compiled a family history and plunked
the crest or coat of arms on the front page."
Nancy, I've cataloged enough family histories to know that this has been
the case many times. Not always, but enough times to make me question
the credibility of the research of some of the books I've cataloged.
And as for hanging "fake" crests on your wall, I've also known of US

service families getting into trouble overseas for doing just that,
because in some countries only those families legally entitles to those
crests can display them.
Ah, life, nothing is ever simple, is it?
Irene Johnson (former Family History Library Cataloger in Salt Lake City
and wife of retired USAF member)
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
From nmaxwell at grapevine.lib.tx.us Tue Jan 4 15:35:59 2005
From: nmaxwell at grapevine.lib.tx.us (Nancy Maxwell)
Date: Tue Jan 4 15:14:26 2005
Subject: [Genealib] Heraldry again
References: <20050104173851.3610.qmail@web12507.mail.yahoo.com>
Message-ID: <41DAFE2F.19A943C0@grapevine.lib.tx.us>
Cynthia, I think your response is spot on - simple and to the point.
very good illustration of Occam's Razor!
Nancy
Nancy Maxwell, Genealogy Librarian
Frances Pittman Malcolm Genealogy Room
Grapevine Public Library
1201 Municipal Way
Grapevine, TX 76051
Phone: 817-410-3429
Fax: 817-410-3084
E-mail: nmaxwell@grapevine.lib.tx.us

Cynthia Van Ness wrote:
>
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>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

When I have a patron who wants his/her "family crest," I get out
the appropriate sources but I also tell them that a crest is a
form of private property, kind of like a trademark. I use this
analogy: if your name is McDonald, you still don't get to
display the golden arches on your door because they don't belong
to you, they belong to someone else (a corporation) that happens
to have the same name as you. This is an analogy, however
imperfect, that people understand. Then they can go ahead and
use the crest or not, but at least they're informed.
=====
*:-.,_,.-:*'``'*:-.,_,.-:*'``'*:-.,_,.-:*'``'*:-.,_,.-:**:-.,_,.-*
Cynthia Van Ness, MLS, bettybarcode AT yahoo DOT com
www.buffaloresearch.com
"My heart is moved by all I cannot save:
So much has been destroyed
I have to cast my lot with those
who, age after age, perversely, with no extraordinary
power, reconstitute the world." -Adrienne Rich
_______________________________________________

A

> genealib mailing list
> genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
From Marjorie.Bardeen at millersville.edu Wed Jan 5 10:58:50 2005
From: Marjorie.Bardeen at millersville.edu (Marjorie Bardeen)
Date: Wed Jan 5 10:41:30 2005
Subject: [Genealib] photocopiers
Message-ID:
<F038475A0DD7874C8D0FE71233B829E8D31791@MAIL4.mu_domain.millersville.edu>
Susan:
We recently tried to replace our Xerox photocopier that had a slanted edge
we could use with books. Unfortunately, this product is no longer made.
Our solution was to use a "Binder minder" (Book Support Systems Inc.
1-800-647-5713).
The Binder minder was attached to an older style copier. The binder
minder's lid is attached in one spot to the machine, you put your item to be
copied in and gently compress the lid and copy.
It isn't a great solution, and may not provide a large enough surface area
for you.
Marjorie Bardeen
Assistant Librarian
Lancaster County Historical Society
230 N. President Ave.
Lancaster, PA 17603
717-392-4633
www.lancasterhistory.org
-----Original Message----From: Susan Scouras [mailto:Susan.Scouras@wvculture.org]
Sent: Monday, December 27, 2004 10:35 AM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: [Genealib] photocopiers
We are ready to replace the photocopier we use primarily to copy from books.
Does anyone have or know about a new copier brand/model that does not have
all the bells and whistles? We do not need a document feeder, duplex for
two-sided copies, sorting and stapling, etc. We do need a removable lid so
we can copy huge, heavy tomes such as land tax ledgers, as well as fragile
oversize maps. We can live with the unneeded standard features, but we
really need the removable cover. Of course we have to deal with approved
state vendors, but if need be we can apply for an exception due to special
needs. We have to rent on a monthly basis and would need a service
contract. Need I say that funds are very limited?
Susan Scouras
Librarian
West Virginia Archives and History Library
The Cultural Center
1900 Kanawha Blvd. East
Charleston, WV 25305-0300
(304) 558-0230, Ext. 742
susan.scouras@wvculture.org

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://lists.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20050105/0b6e0667/
attachment.htm
From ikie4 at netzero.com Wed Jan 5 12:46:00 2005
From: ikie4 at netzero.com (Don Finel)
Date: Wed Jan 5 12:35:00 2005
Subject: [Genealib] photocopiers
References:
<F038475A0DD7874C8D0FE71233B829E8D31791@MAIL4.mu_domain.millersville.edu>
Message-ID: <002201c4f34e$fdd2dd30$6daef204@YOURB20C2DDB86>
Anita,
Passing this on for your information. It appears that the copier in the library is
now extinct.. (??) Doesn't sound good if the thing starts acting up now.
Don
----- Original Message ----Sent: Wednesday, January 05, 2005 7:58 AM
Subject: RE: [Genealib] photocopiers
Susan:

We recently tried to replace our Xerox photocopier that had a slanted edge we
could use with books. Unfortunately, this product is no longer made. Our solution
was to use a "Binder minder" (Book Support Systems Inc. 1-800-647-5713).

The Binder minder was attached to an older style copier. The binder minder's lid
is attached in one spot to the machine, you put your item to be copied in and
gently compress the lid and copy.

It isn't a great solution, and may not provide a large enough surface area for
you.

Marjorie Bardeen
Assistant Librarian
Lancaster County Historical Society
230 N. President Ave.
Lancaster, PA

17603

717-392-4633
www.lancasterhistory.org

-----Original Message----Sent: Monday, December 27, 2004 10:35 AM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: [Genealib] photocopiers

We are ready to replace the photocopier we use primarily to copy from books.
Does anyone have or know about a new copier brand/model that does not have all the
bells and whistles? We do not need a document feeder, duplex for two-sided copies,
sorting and stapling, etc. We do need a removable lid so we can copy huge, heavy
tomes such as land tax ledgers, as well as fragile oversize maps. We can live with
the unneeded standard features, but we really need the removable cover. Of course
we have to deal with approved state vendors, but if need be we can apply for an
exception due to special needs. We have to rent on a monthly basis and would need
a service contract. Need I say that funds are very limited?

Susan Scouras
Librarian
West Virginia Archives and History Library
The Cultural Center
1900 Kanawha Blvd. East
Charleston, WV

25305-0300

(304) 558-0230, Ext. 742
susan.scouras@wvculture.org
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://lists.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20050105/da4ceecc/
attachment.htm
From orthde at oplin.org Wed Jan 5 14:52:41 2005
From: orthde at oplin.org (Deborah Orth)
Date: Wed Jan 5 14:51:06 2005
Subject: [Genealib] Database of former community names
In-Reply-To: <E567983BC9D1D411BB5C00306E0001AF14BD24@LIBRARY>
Message-ID: <E567983BC9D1D411BB5C00306E0001AF0157BE@LIBRARY>
I've been gone for a while, so I'm just now checking my e-mail.
In Huron County, Ohio is a town called Willard. Willard used to be called
Chicago Junction. When I type in Chicago Junction, Ohio, nothing comes up.
Willard is there, but there is no mention of it being formerly Chicago
Junction. Is there some way of adding to this database?
Deborah Orth
Norwalk Public Library

Norwalk, OH
-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu]On Behalf Of Laurie Bennett
Sent: Tuesday, December 28, 2004 11:30 AM
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] Database of former community names
I wanted to let folks know about a feature we've just launched, allowing
researchers to search for communities by their former names.
ePodunk.com, which is free, is designed to help web users find information
about American cities and towns. Our database now includes:
- information about every county in the U.S.
- profiles of more than 27,000 cities, towns, villages and hamlets
- more than 12,000 common misspellings of American place names
- more than 5,000 former place names of communities in 37 states. (We plan
to have national coverage with the new database by early 2005.)
The addition of former place names is designed to help genealogy researchers
link historic documents - which may include outdated place names - to
current resources such as local libraries, archives, cemeteries and
historical societies.
The new database draws from hundreds of published sources to compile a list
of prior post office names, railroad depots, plat names, informal place
names, and merged communities.
The site is compiled by journalists formerly with the Detroit Free Press,
the New York Times on the Web and American demographics magazine. You can
find us at http://www.epodunk.com
Laurie Bennett
ePodunk - celebrating the power of place
http://www.epodunk.com
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://lists.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20050105/95224ebc/
attachment.htm
From nmaxwell at grapevine.lib.tx.us Wed Jan 5 16:26:09 2005
From: nmaxwell at grapevine.lib.tx.us (Nancy Maxwell)
Date: Wed Jan 5 16:04:59 2005
Subject: [Genealib] Database of former community names
References: <E567983BC9D1D411BB5C00306E0001AF0157BE@LIBRARY>
Message-ID: <41DC5B71.3E98C9B4@grapevine.lib.tx.us>
Deborah:
Try this:
1. On epodunk.com home page, enter 'Ohio' in the 'state' box in the
upper right corner of the page and hit enter.
2. You get 1351 returns of OH counties and communities, arranged

alphabetically.
3. Click on a number in the search index beneath the returns that gets
you to the 'W' communities (Shortcut: hit #22)
4. When the Willard page opens, click on the phrase 'Willard genealogy &
history guide' in the description. That takes you to the page that
gives its former names.
Hope this helps!
Nancy
Nancy Maxwell, Genealogy Librarian
Frances Pittman Malcolm Genealogy Room
1201 Municipal Way
Grapevine, TX 76051
Phone: 817-410-3429
Fax: 817-410-3084
E-mail: nmaxwell@grapevine.lib.tx.us
Deborah Orth wrote:
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I've been gone for a while, so I'm just now checking my e-mail. In
Huron County, Ohio is a town called Willard. Willard used to be
called Chicago Junction. When I type in Chicago Junction, Ohio,
nothing comes up. Willard is there, but there is no mention of it
being formerly Chicago Junction. Is there some way of adding to this
database?Deborah OrthNorwalk Public LibraryNorwalk, OH
-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu]On Behalf Of
Laurie Bennett
Sent: Tuesday, December 28, 2004 11:30 AM
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] Database of former community names
I wanted to let folks know about a feature we've just
launched, allowing researchers to search for communities by
their former names. ePodunk.com, which is free, is designed
to help web users find information about American cities and
towns. Our database now includes: - information about every
county in the U.S.
- profiles of more than 27,000 cities, towns, villages and
hamlets
- more than 12,000 common misspellings of American place
names
- more than 5,000 former place names of communities in 37
states. (We plan to have national coverage with the new
database by early 2005.) The addition of former place names
is designed to help genealogy researchers link historic
documents - which may include outdated place names - to
current resources such as local libraries, archives,
cemeteries and historical societies. The new database draws
from hundreds of published sources to compile a list of
prior post office names, railroad depots, plat names,
informal place names, and merged communities. The

>
site is compiled by journalists formerly with the Detroit
>
Free Press, the New York Times on the Web and American
>
demographics magazine. You can find us at
>
http://www.epodunk.com Laurie BennettePodunk - celebrating
>
the power of placehttp://www.epodunk.com
>
>
---------------------------------------------------------------> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://lists.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20050105/838d078e/
attachment.htm
From raleighadams at hotmail.com Wed Jan 5 17:34:26 2005
From: raleighadams at hotmail.com (raleighadams@hotmail.com)
Date: Wed Jan 5 17:12:33 2005
Subject: [Genealib] New Books!
Message-ID: <BAY21-DAV38F6AF6255FD958A798D8C9920@phx.gbl>
New Publication from Gone West Publications
Gone West Publications is pleased to announce publication of its first three
volumes.
Fayette Democrat-Leader, Vol. #3 (Howard co, MO)
Fayette Democrat-Leader, Vol. #4 (Howard co, MO)
AND
St. Charles co, MO Stray Records and Marks and Brands
While the first two listed items are priced at $20.00 each, the St. Charles co, MO
Stray Records and Marks and Brands is available now as a FREE VIEW at
www.gonewestpublications.com.
The indices for ALL of our books are available for previewing on the website, with
the aid of Acrobat Viewer. These are every-name indexed, particularly useful to
family historians, so check them out! Additional description available on the
website.
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
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From orthde at oplin.org Thu Jan 6 12:49:49 2005
From: orthde at oplin.org (Deborah Orth)
Date: Thu Jan 6 12:49:16 2005
Subject: [Genealib] Database of former community names
In-Reply-To: <E567983BC9D1D411BB5C00306E0001AF14BD7B@LIBRARY>
Message-ID: <E567983BC9D1D411BB5C00306E0001AF0157C2@LIBRARY>

Thank you!
Debbie Orth
Norwalk Public Library
Norwalk, OH
All opinions expressed in this e-mail are those of the author and do not
necessarily reflect the opinions of the staff, management, or Board of
Trustees of the Norwalk Public Library. All information in this e-mail is
provided AS IS without any form of guarantee or warranty. Further, you
agree not to pursue any claims or legal action against the author, the
staff, management, and the Board of Trustees of the Norwalk Public Library
for any consequences as a result of applying or attempting to apply
information found in this e-mail.
-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu]On Behalf Of Nancy Maxwell
Sent: Wednesday, January 05, 2005 4:26 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Database of former community names
Deborah:
Try this:
1. On epodunk.com home page, enter 'Ohio' in the 'state' box in the upper
right corner of the page and hit enter.
2. You get 1351 returns of OH counties and communities, arranged
alphabetically.
3. Click on a number in the search index beneath the returns that gets you
to the 'W' communities (Shortcut: hit #22)
4. When the Willard page opens, click on the phrase 'Willard genealogy &
history guide' in the description. That takes you to the page that gives
its former names.
Hope this helps!
Nancy
Nancy Maxwell, Genealogy Librarian
Frances Pittman Malcolm Genealogy Room
1201 Municipal Way
Grapevine, TX 76051
Phone: 817-410-3429
Fax: 817-410-3084
E-mail: nmaxwell@grapevine.lib.tx.us
Deborah Orth wrote:
I've been gone for a while, so I'm just now checking my e-mail. In Huron
County, Ohio is a town called Willard. Willard used to be called Chicago
Junction. When I type in Chicago Junction, Ohio, nothing comes up.
Willard is there, but there is no mention of it being formerly Chicago

Junction. Is there some way of adding to this database?Deborah OrthNorwalk
Public LibraryNorwalk, OH
-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu [
mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu]On Behalf Of Laurie Bennett
Sent: Tuesday, December 28, 2004 11:30 AM
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] Database of former community names
I wanted to let folks know about a feature we've just launched, allowing
researchers to search for communities by their former names. ePodunk.com,
which is free, is designed to help web users find information about American
cities and towns. Our database now includes: - information about every
county in the U.S.
- profiles of more than 27,000 cities, towns, villages and hamlets
- more than 12,000 common misspellings of American place names
- more than 5,000 former place names of communities in 37 states. (We plan
to have national coverage with the new database by early 2005.) The addition
of former place names is designed to help genealogy researchers link
historic documents - which may include outdated place names - to current
resources such as local libraries, archives, cemeteries and historical
societies. The new database draws from hundreds of published sources to
compile a list of prior post office names, railroad depots, plat names,
informal place names, and merged communities. The site is compiled by
journalists formerly with the Detroit Free Press, the New York Times on the
Web and American demographics magazine. You can find us at
http://www.epodunk.com Laurie BennettePodunk - celebrating the power of
place http://www.epodunk.com
_____
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
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From daysa at oplin.org Thu Jan 6 13:36:33 2005
From: daysa at oplin.org (Sandy Day)
Date: Thu Jan 6 13:11:45 2005
Subject: [Genealib] WWII data and Texas
References: <7A24704D4F52D1448B44D1199909095B5CCC79@mckex1.ds.mckinneytexas.org>
Message-ID: <005801c4f41e$a59024e0$0d56d542@steubenville.lib.oh.us>
Tracy
I mailed the TX WWII book to you today. The mailing cost was less than $2 so I am
not going to request you go to all the trouble of reimbursing me.
Glad to find a home for it.
Sandy
----- Original Message ----From: Tracy Luscombe
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Sent: Monday, January 03, 2005 4:12 PM
Subject: RE: [Genealib] WWII data and Texas

Sandy,
We'll take a copy.
Thanks,
Tracy E. Luscombe
Genealogy Librarian
McKinney Memorial Public Library
101 E. Hunt Street
McKinney, TX 75069
972-547-7343
tluscombe@mckinneytexas.org
-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealibbounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu]On Behalf Of Sandy Day
Sent: Monday, January 03, 2005 2:50 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: [Genealib] WWII data and Texas
Hi
Today I was given a donation called
"The 90th"
This is a softcover 90 + page book that includes photos, history and names of
men in the 90th Division og WWII from June 1944-May 1945. This company came from
Camp Barkeley, TX and actually is a rebirth of sorts of the 90th from WWI era in
TX. The division consisted of 357th, 358th and 359th Infantry Regiments, 315th
Engineers, 315th Medical Bttn., 415th Qtmt. Battn., 90th Signal Company and 90th
Recon. Troops.
I have 3 copies of this and will mail for postage to the first request. I hope
it will be of value to someone.
Sandy Day
Schiappa Library
Steubenville, OH
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------The material in this e-mail is intended only for the use of the individual to
whom it is addressed and may contain information that is confidential, privileged,
and exempt from disclosure under applicable law. If you are not the intended
recipient, be advised that the unauthorized review, use, disclosure, duplication,
distribution, or the taking of any action in reliance on this information is
strictly prohibited. If you have received this e-mail in error, please notify the
sender by return email and destroy all electronic and paper copies of the original
message and any attachments immediately. Please note that neither City of McKinney
nor the sender accepts any responsibility for viruses and it is your responsibility
to scan attachments (if any). Thank You.

------------------------------------------------------------------------------

_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
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From daysa at oplin.org Thu Jan 6 13:37:33 2005
From: daysa at oplin.org (Sandy Day)
Date: Thu Jan 6 13:12:39 2005
Subject: [Genealib] WWII data and Texas
References: <46.6005a819.2f0b0ddc@aol.com>
Message-ID: <006b01c4f41e$c989e430$0d56d542@steubenville.lib.oh.us>
Diane
I mailed you the book on TX WWII today. Since the mailing expense was less than $2,
I am not requesting a reimbursement.
Glad to find a good home for it.
Sandy
----- Original Message ----From: Dlunow@aol.com
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Sent: Monday, January 03, 2005 4:06 PM
Subject: Re: [Genealib] WWII data and Texas
Dear Sandy:
We would love a copy!
Stagecoach Library for Genealogical Research
485 CR 1492
Wimberley, Texas
PLEASE MAIL TO:
Stagecoach Library for Genealogical Research
% Diane Lunow
4023 Sul Ross Street
Houston, Texas 77027-5719
thanks Diane

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
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From tluscombe at mckinneytexas.org Thu Jan 6 13:39:49 2005
From: tluscombe at mckinneytexas.org (Tracy Luscombe)

Date: Thu Jan 6 13:22:12 2005
Subject: [Genealib] WWII data and Texas
Message-ID: <7A24704D4F52D1448B44D1199909095B5CCC93@mckex1.ds.mckinneytexas.org>
Skipped content of type multipart/alternative-------------- next part
-------------The material in this e-mail is intended only for the use of the individual to whom
it is addressed and may contain information that is confidential, privileged, and
exempt from disclosure under applicable law. If you are not the intended recipient,
be advised that the unauthorized review, use, disclosure, duplication,
distribution, or the taking of any action in reliance on this information is
strictly prohibited. If you have received this e-mail in error, please notify the
sender by return email and destroy all electronic and paper copies of the original
message and any attachments immediately. Please note that neither City of McKinney
nor the sender accepts any responsibility for viruses and it is your responsibility
to scan attachments (if any). Thank You.
From LGPrescott at nehgs.org Thu Jan 6 13:57:41 2005
From: LGPrescott at nehgs.org (Prescott, Laura)
Date: Thu Jan 6 13:40:03 2005
Subject: [Genealib] Database of former community names
Message-ID: <732716B256AE3F4991AF61EACAA7FC4501776271@MAIL_NEHGS>
If you click on the box "include former community names" once you get to the
state search page and type in "Chicago Junction" it will automatically take
you to Willard. Pretty cool.
Laura
Laura G. Prescott
Director of Marketing
New England Historic Genealogical Society
617-226-1252
508-788-9500 fax
PO Box 5089, Framingham, MA 01701
-----Original Message----From: Deborah Orth [mailto:orthde@oplin.org]
Sent: Thursday, January 06, 2005 12:50 PM
To: 'Librarians Serving Genealogists'
Subject: RE: [Genealib] Database of former community names
Thank you!
Debbie Orth
Norwalk Public Library
Norwalk, OH
All opinions expressed in this e-mail are those of the author and do not
necessarily reflect the opinions of the staff, management, or Board of
Trustees of the Norwalk Public Library. All information in this e-mail is
provided AS IS without any form of guarantee or warranty. Further, you
agree not to pursue any claims or legal action against the author, the
staff, management, and the Board of Trustees of the Norwalk Public Library
for any consequences as a result of applying or attempting to apply
information found in this e-mail.
-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu]On Behalf Of Nancy Maxwell

Sent: Wednesday, January 05, 2005 4:26 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Database of former community names
Deborah:
Try this:
1. On epodunk.com home page, enter 'Ohio' in the 'state' box in the upper
right corner of the page and hit enter.
2. You get 1351 returns of OH counties and communities, arranged
alphabetically.
3. Click on a number in the search index beneath the returns that gets you
to the 'W' communities (Shortcut: hit #22)
4. When the Willard page opens, click on the phrase 'Willard genealogy &
history guide' in the description. That takes you to the page that gives
its former names.
Hope this helps!
Nancy
Nancy Maxwell, Genealogy Librarian
Frances Pittman Malcolm Genealogy Room
1201 Municipal Way
Grapevine, TX 76051
Phone: 817-410-3429
Fax: 817-410-3084
E-mail: nmaxwell@grapevine.lib.tx.us

Deborah Orth wrote:
I've been gone for a while, so I'm just now checking my e-mail. In Huron
County, Ohio is a town called Willard. Willard used to be called Chicago
Junction. When I type in Chicago Junction, Ohio, nothing comes up.
Willard is there, but there is no mention of it being formerly Chicago
Junction. Is there some way of adding to this database?Deborah OrthNorwalk
Public LibraryNorwalk, OH
-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu [
mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
<mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu> ]On Behalf Of Laurie Bennett
Sent: Tuesday, December 28, 2004 11:30 AM

To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] Database of former community names
I wanted to let folks know about a feature we've just launched, allowing
researchers to search for communities by their former names. ePodunk.com,
which is free, is designed to help web users find information about American
cities and towns. Our database now includes: - information about every
county in the U.S.
- profiles of more than 27,000 cities, towns, villages and hamlets
- more than 12,000 common misspellings of American place names
- more than 5,000 former place names of communities in 37 states. (We plan
to have national coverage with the new database by early 2005.) The addition
of former place names is designed to help genealogy researchers link
historic documents - which may include outdated place names - to current
resources such as local libraries, archives, cemeteries and historical
societies. The new database draws from hundreds of published sources to
compile a list of prior post office names, railroad depots, plat names,
informal place names, and merged communities. The site is compiled by
journalists formerly with the Detroit Free Press, the New York Times on the
Web and American demographics magazine. You can find us at
http://www.epodunk.com <http://www.epodunk.com/> Laurie BennettePodunk celebrating the power of place http://www.epodunk.com
<http://www.epodunk.com>

_____
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib>
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From CBARKLEY at vbgov.com Thu Jan 6 15:59:37 2005
From: CBARKLEY at vbgov.com (Carolyn Barkley)
Date: Thu Jan 6 15:46:10 2005
Subject: [Genealib] Database of former community names
Message-ID: <s1dd6070.011@SMTPGW.VBGOV.COM>
I am out of the office beginning 1/7. I will be back to work on 1/18. I will reply
to your message as soon after that as possible. For immediate assistance you can
call or email Donna Barrow (437-6450) or dbarrow@vbgov.com. Her hours are MondayFriday 9:00am-2:00pm.
From Dlunow at aol.com Thu Jan 6 18:16:50 2005
From: Dlunow at aol.com (Dlunow@aol.com)
Date: Thu Jan 6 18:00:12 2005
Subject: [Genealib] WWII data and Texas
Message-ID: <fd.a6dba7d.2f0f20e2@aol.com>
Many thanks.

We are looking forward to the book.
Thanks again,
Diane
Stagecoach Library
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
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From CBARKLEY at vbgov.com Thu Jan 6 18:16:53 2005
From: CBARKLEY at vbgov.com (Carolyn Barkley)
Date: Thu Jan 6 18:03:17 2005
Subject: [Genealib] WWII data and Texas
Message-ID: <s1dd809b.020@SMTPGW.VBGOV.COM>
I am out of the office beginning 1/7. I will be back to work on 1/18. I will reply
to your message as soon after that as possible. For immediate assistance you can
call or email Donna Barrow (437-6450) or dbarrow@vbgov.com. Her hours are MondayFriday 9:00am-2:00pm.
From dcapponi at chestateelibrary.org Fri Jan 7 17:08:08 2005
From: dcapponi at chestateelibrary.org (Debra Capponi)
Date: Fri Jan 7 16:40:51 2005
Subject: [Genealib] Lumpkin Co., GA, heritage book reprinted
Message-ID: <000001c4f505$5ffb8fe0$f7460ca8@LCREFDSK>
For those of you with collections that cover northern Georgia, you may be
interested to know that HERITAGE OF LUMPKIN COUNTY, GEORGIA, 1832-1996
(Waynesville: Don Mills, Inc., 1996) has been reprinted. (The first run sold
out shortly after publication in 1996.) It includes over 500 family entries
and county history articles.
Cost is $65 + mailing fee (currently $5). To order by mail, contact S.
Sorohan at ssorohan@hotmail.com.
Debra Capponi
Information Specialist
Lumpkin County Library
342 Courthouse Hill
Dahlonega, GA 30533
706-864-3668
dcapponi@gcpl.net
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
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From CBARKLEY at vbgov.com Fri Jan 7 16:57:12 2005
From: CBARKLEY at vbgov.com (Carolyn Barkley)
Date: Fri Jan 7 16:43:42 2005
Subject: [Genealib] Lumpkin Co., GA, heritage book reprinted
Message-ID: <s1debf70.025@SMTPGW.VBGOV.COM>
I am out of the office beginning 1/7. I will be back to work on 1/18. I will reply
to your message as soon after that as possible. For immediate assistance you can
call or email Donna Barrow (437-6450) or dbarrow@vbgov.com. Her hours are MondayFriday 9:00am-2:00pm.
From RRoberts at cslib.org Fri Jan 7 17:12:19 2005
From: RRoberts at cslib.org (Richard Roberts)
Date: Fri Jan 7 16:58:56 2005
Subject: [Genealib] CT State Library closed Jan. 15 and 17

Message-ID: <s1dec311.024@ns2.cslib.org>
All State Library facilities will be closed on Sat. Jan 15 and Mon. Jan.
17 in observance of the Martin Luther King holiday.
Regular hours will resume Tues. Jan. 18.

Richard C. Roberts
Unit Head
History and Genealogy Unit
Connecticut State Library
231 Capitol Ave.
Hartford, CT 06106-1537
(860) 757-6580
FAX (860) 757-6677
http://www.cslib.org/handg.htm
From CBARKLEY at vbgov.com Fri Jan 7 17:14:45 2005
From: CBARKLEY at vbgov.com (Carolyn Barkley)
Date: Fri Jan 7 17:02:24 2005
Subject: [Genealib] CT State Library closed Jan. 15 and 17
Message-ID: <s1dec38e.087@SMTPGW.VBGOV.COM>
I am out of the office beginning 1/7. I will be back to work on 1/18. I will reply
to your message as soon after that as possible. For immediate assistance you can
call or email Donna Barrow (437-6450) or dbarrow@vbgov.com. Her hours are MondayFriday 9:00am-2:00pm.
From tkemp at godfrey.org Sat Jan 8 10:55:51 2005
From: tkemp at godfrey.org (Tom Kemp)
Date: Sat Jan 8 10:42:18 2005
Subject: [Genealib] Gen Librarians in Phoenix Jan 20th NGS
Message-ID: <20050108154113.A696D5C6D2@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Genealogy Librarians in Phoenix
Join us for lunch in Phoenix, Thursday January 20th at the Wyndham
Hotel. Open to everyone interested in genealogy, libraries and online
resources.
Come for the luncheon and stay for the whole conference.
Thomas Jay Kemp, Director of the Godfrey Memorial Library will speak
on ?Virtual Roots ? Cutting Edge Resources for Genealogists?
He will speak about online newspapers; census; digital books; vital
records; military records and more. It will be followed by a question
& answer period.
Luncheon: $22. Reservations required.
To register for the luncheon call Patti Stevenson at the NGS Office:
(800) 473-0060 or by e-mail: stevenson@ngsgenealogy.org
National Genealogical Society Conference.
http://www.ngsgenealogy.org/edutripsphoenix.htm
January 20-22nd.
Wyndham Phoenix Downtown Hotel
50 East Adams Street; Phoenix
http://www.wyndhamphoenixhotels.com/wyndhamPhoenix.htm

From lmorales at alexandria.lib.va.us Sat Jan 8 19:30:59 2005
From: lmorales at alexandria.lib.va.us (lmorales)
Date: Sun Jan 9 00:21:49 2005
Subject: [Genealib] FYI: African American Genealogy Conference
Message-ID: <20050109003059.M21802@alexandria.lib.va.us>
Thought the listmembers (and their patrons) would be interested in this
upcoming conference in Washington, DC area. Admission is free; registration
is required.
Please do not direct inquiries to me; contact information is in the
announcement.
Thanks!
Leslie Anderson Morales, Reference Librarian
Special Collections, Alexandria Library
Alexandria, Virginia
########
An African-American Family History Conference, cosponsored by the Montgomery
County Historical Society and The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day
Saints, will be held on Saturday, February 12, 2005 from 1:00-4:30 pm at the
Washington Temple Visitors' Center, 9900 Stoneybrook Drive, Kensington,
Maryland.
Topics and presenters include: "Using Vital Statistics and
Supporting Documents to Locate Slave Ancestors" by Char Bah; "Social
History, Genealogy & the Maryland Slave Narratives" by Lisa Crawley;
"African-American Resources at the Family History Center,"
by Lorraine Minor; "Getting Started - The Basics of Genealogy Research" by
Angela Walton-Raji; "Using Online Resources to Find Your Family" by
Damita Drayton Green; "The Search for Miles Lassiter, Slave or Free" by
Margo Williams.
Attendees will receive a free copy of the "African
American Resource Guide CD," recently released by The Family History Library
of The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints. Admission
to the Conference is free, but registration is required. For further
information and to register, please call the Visitors' Center at
301-587-0144 or Lisa Crawley at the Montgomery County Historical Society at
301-340-2825.
---------------------Webmail System of the Alexandria Public Library
From CBARKLEY at vbgov.com Sun Jan 9 00:38:14 2005
From: CBARKLEY at vbgov.com (Carolyn Barkley)
Date: Sun Jan 9 00:25:06 2005
Subject: [Genealib] FYI: African American Genealogy Conference
Message-ID: <s1e07cfd.051@SMTPGW.VBGOV.COM>

I am out of the office beginning 1/7. I will be back to work on 1/18. I will reply
to your message as soon after that as possible. For immediate assistance you can
call or email Donna Barrow (437-6450) or dbarrow@vbgov.com. Her hours are MondayFriday 9:00am-2:00pm.
From amyhay at mcleodusa.net Mon Jan 10 11:13:17 2005
From: amyhay at mcleodusa.net (amyhay@mcleodusa.net)
Date: Mon Jan 10 10:55:41 2005
Subject: [Genealib] Norwegian Immigrants to the United States
Message-ID: <1191.4.159.68.199.1105373597.squirrel@sqm01.mcleodusa.net>
Hi All Our library - the Vesterheim Genealogical Center & Naeseth Library - has
published three volumes which may be useful to some of you for your
collections. They are:
Norwegian Immigrants to the United States: A Biographical Directory.
Volume 2 is 1844 - 1846, 492 pp HB
Volume 3 is 1847 - 1848, 380 pp HB
Volume 4 is 1849, 423 pp HB
They are nice sturdy volumes, and thoroughly researched. They are indexed
by first name and last place of residence in Norway. Each entry contains
information about the immigrant, where in Norway came from, on which ship
they came, various surnames used in America, and forward to the 2nd
American generation when possible.
Price: $55.00 per volume plus $6 shipping for each, totalling $61.00.
If all 3 are ordered, your total price including shipping would be $150.00.
I feel a little guilty about using the list to market, but I don't know
any other way of letting you know about these books, as we don't sell via
a vendor or bookseller.
Let me know if you are interested!
Amy Hay
Director
From CBARKLEY at vbgov.com Mon Jan 10 11:12:16 2005
From: CBARKLEY at vbgov.com (Carolyn Barkley)
Date: Mon Jan 10 10:59:02 2005
Subject: [Genealib] Norwegian Immigrants to the United States
Message-ID: <s1e26314.046@SMTPGW.VBGOV.COM>
I am out of the office beginning 1/7. I will be back to work on 1/18. I will reply
to your message as soon after that as possible. For immediate assistance you can
call or email Donna Barrow (437-6450) or dbarrow@vbgov.com. Her hours are MondayFriday 9:00am-2:00pm.
From SWoodard at daytonmetrolibrary.org Mon Jan 10 13:30:47 2005
From: SWoodard at daytonmetrolibrary.org (Shawna Woodard)
Date: Mon Jan 10 13:13:43 2005
Subject: [Genealib] Norwegian Immigrants to the United States
Message-ID: <7898A79C279DB84281A9B3CEEDBA48F7241FA0@mail.DMCPL.local>
I recently read Amy Hay's information about the availability of volumes 2-4 of the
"Norwegian Immigrants to the United States". Does anyone know about the
availability of volume 1, however? I did an OCLC search and it appears that a

number of libraries have only volume 2 (and may be considering getting 3 and 4).
Is volume 1 long out of print?
Our library would consider buying this set, but certainly patrons will wonder what
happened to volume 1.
Shawna Woodard
Genealogy Librarian
Dayton Metro Library
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
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From CBARKLEY at vbgov.com Mon Jan 10 13:29:26 2005
From: CBARKLEY at vbgov.com (Carolyn Barkley)
Date: Mon Jan 10 13:16:28 2005
Subject: [Genealib] Norwegian Immigrants to the United States
Message-ID: <s1e2833d.088@SMTPGW.VBGOV.COM>
I am out of the office beginning 1/7. I will be back to work on 1/18. I will reply
to your message as soon after that as possible. For immediate assistance you can
call or email Donna Barrow (437-6450) or dbarrow@vbgov.com. Her hours are MondayFriday 9:00am-2:00pm.
From LGPrescott at nehgs.org Mon Jan 10 14:19:15 2005
From: LGPrescott at nehgs.org (Prescott, Laura)
Date: Mon Jan 10 14:02:01 2005
Subject: [Genealib] Free NEHGS library visits for ALA Midwinter attendees
Message-ID: <732716B256AE3F4991AF61EACAA7FC45017762A5@MAIL_NEHGS>
The New England Historic Genealogical Society (NEHGS) will offer free
admission to the NEHGS Research Library at 101 Newbury Street to registrants
of this week's ALA Midwinter Meeting in Boston. Those wishing to take
advantage of this offer simply need to show their conference badges to the
front desk attendant and register as visitors. This offer is only valid on
Friday, January 14 from 10:00 am to 5:00 pm and on Saturday, January 15 from
9:00 am to 5:00 pm. The library is closed on Sunday and Monday.
The NEHGS library is an easy 10-minute walk (about 6 blocks) from the Hynes
Convention Center where most of the conference events take place. If you
plan to be at the conference, please come by to see us. If you know of
anyone going, please spread the word. More information about NEHGS is
available at www.NewEnglandAncestors.org
<http://www.NewEnglandAncestors.org> .
Laura G. Prescott
Director of Marketing
New England Historic Genealogical Society
617-226-1252
508-788-9500 fax
PO Box 5089, Framingham, MA 01701
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From CBARKLEY at vbgov.com Mon Jan 10 14:17:33 2005
From: CBARKLEY at vbgov.com (Carolyn Barkley)

Date: Mon Jan 10 14:04:19 2005
Subject: [Genealib] Free NEHGS library visits for ALA Midwinter attendees
Message-ID: <s1e28e86.006@SMTPGW.VBGOV.COM>
I am out of the office beginning 1/7. I will be back to work on 1/18. I will reply
to your message as soon after that as possible. For immediate assistance you can
call or email Donna Barrow (437-6450) or dbarrow@vbgov.com. Her hours are MondayFriday 9:00am-2:00pm.
From ckluskens at starpower.net Mon Jan 10 21:03:28 2005
From: ckluskens at starpower.net (Claire Kluskens)
Date: Mon Jan 10 20:45:32 2005
Subject: [Genealib] new Hartland, Michigan history book
In-Reply-To: <OGEIJJEGLGNGHLOLCNLCKEPGDJAA.jeffrey@bartlesville.lib.ok.us>
References: <OGEIJJEGLGNGHLOLCNLCKEPGDJAA.jeffrey@bartlesville.lib.ok.us>
Message-ID: <FC42A884-6374-11D9-BBC6-000393BC81BA@starpower.net>
Hi all,
The Hartland Historical Society (Hartland, Michigan) has just
published a new history the town comprising 710 pages and more than
1,000 photographs. The cost is $47.70 plus $10 for shipping.
Payment
should be sent to Hartland Historical Society, PO Box 49, Hartland, MI?
48353.?
For more information, see this:
<http://www.detnews.com/2004/livingston/0412/15/C05L-33950.htm>.
(There are no spaces in that URL, so if your browser adds some, remove
them.)
Claire Kluskens
Disclaimer: I am not connected to this project but I will be purchasing
one for my own research shelf - and thought a number of libraries out
there would also be interested.
From CBARKLEY at vbgov.com Mon Jan 10 21:01:20 2005
From: CBARKLEY at vbgov.com (Carolyn Barkley)
Date: Mon Jan 10 20:48:20 2005
Subject: [Genealib] new Hartland, Michigan history book
Message-ID: <s1e2ed26.004@SMTPGW.VBGOV.COM>
I am out of the office beginning 1/7. I will be back to work on 1/18. I will reply
to your message as soon after that as possible. For immediate assistance you can
call or email Donna Barrow (437-6450) or dbarrow@vbgov.com. Her hours are MondayFriday 9:00am-2:00pm.
From spellegr at rcls.org Tue Jan 11 13:26:43 2005
From: spellegr at rcls.org (Sally Pellegrini)
Date: Tue Jan 11 13:09:45 2005
Subject: [Genealib] Norwegian Immigrants to the United States
Message-ID: <200501111326.AA9306914@ansernet.rcls.org>
Amy I would be interested in purhasing the 3 volumes. Advise as to the method of
arrangement.Thank you.
-Sally Pellegrini,Local History Librarian/Community Relations
New City Library
New City, NY 10956
845-634-4997 ext 137 (Local History)

ext 139 (Community Relations)
spellegr@rcls.org
-From amyhay at mcleodusa.net Tue Jan 11 14:29:53 2005
From: amyhay at mcleodusa.net (amyhay@mcleodusa.net)
Date: Tue Jan 11 14:12:22 2005
Subject: [Genealib] Norwegian Immigrants to the United States
In-Reply-To: <200501111326.AA9306914@ansernet.rcls.org>
References: <200501111326.AA9306914@ansernet.rcls.org>
Message-ID: <1486.4.159.68.137.1105471793.squirrel@sqm01.mcleodusa.net>
Hi We can take a credit card order over the phone, or if you use PO we will
send the books with an invoice on receipt of the order. Our contact info
is: Vesterheim Genealogical Center & Naeseth Library 415 W. Main
Madison, WI 53703 608-255-2224. Website is www.vesterheim.org.
FYI, volume 1 of the set was pub. in 1993 and covered the years 1825 1843. It is out of print. Volume 5 will cover 1850, and it is in
process. 5 will be published late 2006, and 1 will be revised and
republished in 2007.
Let me know if you need any other info!
Amy Hay
Director
>
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Amy I would be interested in purhasing the 3 volumes. Advise as to the
method of arrangement.Thank you.
-Sally Pellegrini,Local History Librarian/Community Relations
New City Library
New City, NY 10956
845-634-4997 ext 137 (Local History)
ext 139 (Community Relations)
spellegr@rcls.org
-_______________________________________________
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From CBARKLEY at vbgov.com Tue Jan 11 14:28:32 2005
From: CBARKLEY at vbgov.com (Carolyn Barkley)
Date: Tue Jan 11 14:16:56 2005
Subject: [Genealib] Norwegian Immigrants to the United States
Message-ID: <s1e3e296.004@SMTPGW.VBGOV.COM>
I am out of the office beginning 1/7. I will be back to work on 1/18. I will reply
to your message as soon after that as possible. For immediate assistance you can
call or email Donna Barrow (437-6450) or dbarrow@vbgov.com. Her hours are MondayFriday 9:00am-2:00pm.
From spellegr at rcls.org Tue Jan 11 15:20:59 2005
From: spellegr at rcls.org (Sally Pellegrini)

Date: Tue Jan 11 15:05:20 2005
Subject: [Genealib] Norwegian Immigrants to the United States
Message-ID: <200501111520.AA25166534@ansernet.rcls.org>
I am ordering V 2,3,4 correct AND the price is $53?I deleted the original
description.
-Sally Pellegrini,Local History Librarian/Community Relations
New City Library
New City, NY 10956
845-634-4997 ext 137 (Local History)
ext 139 (Community Relations)
spellegr@rcls.org
-From dmoneta at lib.az.us Tue Jan 11 17:13:36 2005
From: dmoneta at lib.az.us (Daniela Moneta)
Date: Tue Jan 11 16:53:20 2005
Subject: [Genealib] Library Subuscriptions to Databases
Message-ID: <DF59D708EE408F4C90251143666C1A9D80EEFB@exchange.lib.az.us>
Dear Librarians,
We have a subscription to AncestryPlus that will be expiring in a few
months. What subscription database services are you all using? Since the
merger of Ancestry and Heritage Quest, I don't know where to go to renew
our subscription.
Thanks,
Daniela
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
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From nmaxwell at grapevine.lib.tx.us Tue Jan 11 17:17:16 2005
From: nmaxwell at grapevine.lib.tx.us (Nancy Maxwell)
Date: Tue Jan 11 16:56:34 2005
Subject: [Genealib] Results of CD-ROM survey
Message-ID: <41E4506C.E68E48A7@grapevine.lib.tx.us>
Salutations, all!
Here are the results of my survey of CD-ROM use among genealib
libraries:
Out of 37 responses, 36 indicated they never bought or had stopped
buying CDs. The reasons varied widely, and some responders indicated
their reasons as being the same as responses that were previously
posted. Negative responses came from libraries of all sizes.
Reasons for non-purchase or cessation of purchase include:
Can't add them to main server
No storage room
No staff to assist patrons
PCs don't have CD-ROM drives

Unsupportive IT department
Too much trouble (probably the best blanket reason covering all
responses)
Too many different ways to access different CDs
Tightly controlled, locked down public PCs
Many databases available on Internet
Older CDs don't work on PCs with newer operating systems
Too much red tape to get permission to load
Not enough CD-supporting PCs
Easier to use a book
PC drives disabled to prevent illegal software uploads
Poor quality of some CDs
No reason given, just that the library doesn't use CDs
I will admit I was surprised at the overwhelming negative response.
While I have a healthy CD budget and I buy every month, I have (on the
inside) been one of those wall-sitters who believed on one hand that CDs
are great space conservers and budget savers, while on the other hand
thinking that most patrons like a book, and besides, what happens if the
PC becomes inaccessible?
Thanks to all who responded!
Nancy
Nancy Maxwell, Genealogy Librarian
Frances Pittman Malcolm Genealogy Room
Grapevine Public Library
1201 Municipal Way
Grapevine, TX 76051
Phone: 817-410-3429
Fax: 817-410-3084
E-mail: nmaxwell@grapevine.lib.tx.us
From ernie at wcplib.lib.oh.us Tue Jan 11 17:28:37 2005
From: ernie at wcplib.lib.oh.us (Ernie Thode)
Date: Tue Jan 11 17:07:39 2005
Subject: [Genealib] Library Subuscriptions to Databases
Message-ID: <200501111728.AA1468727590@mail.wcplib.lib.oh.us>
You get Ancestry Library Edition through ProQuest, the same people who offer
HeritageQuest.
Ernie Thode
Washington County Public Library
Local History and Genealogy Dept.
418 Washington St.
Marietta, OH 45750-1922
www.wcplib.lib.oh.us
phone (740) 376-2172
fax (740) 376-2175
---------- Original Message ---------------------------------From: "Daniela Moneta" <dmoneta@lib.az.us>
Reply-To: Librarians Serving Genealogists <genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Date: Tue, 11 Jan 2005 15:13:36 -0700
Dear Librarians,

We have a subscription to AncestryPlus that will be expiring in a few
months. What subscription database services are you all using? Since the
merger of Ancestry and Heritage Quest, I don't know where to go to renew
our subscription.
Thanks,
Daniela

________________________________________________________________
Sent via the WebMail system at mail.wcplib.lib.oh.us

From cribbswh at gmail.com Tue Jan 11 21:11:06 2005
From: cribbswh at gmail.com (Bill Cribbs)
Date: Tue Jan 11 20:54:32 2005
Subject: [Genealib] GenealogyBuff.com update and blog
Message-ID: <4058421b050111181125295667@mail.gmail.com>
Hi all,
I've added quite a few resources to the library at GenealogyBuff.com
http://www.genealogybuff.com
Just click on "Library" and choose the state that you are interested in.
I've added marriages, death notices, obituaries, and other resources
for several states, especially Ohio and Kentucky.
The update blog is at http://obitcentral.blogspot.com
Hope this helps.
-Bill Cribbs
GenealogyBuff.com
http://www.genealogybuff.com
From jkonvalinka at msn.com Wed Jan 12 11:24:39 2005
From: jkonvalinka at msn.com (John W Konvalinka)
Date: Wed Jan 12 11:07:09 2005
Subject: [Genealib] NEW ENGLAND REGIONAL CONFERENCE: March 31-April 3, 2005
Message-ID: <BAY11-DAV5FFA0C82CA760164E6681B3890@phx.gbl>
The 8th New England Regional Genealogical Conference will be held from March
31-April 3, 2005 at the beautiful Holiday Inn By The Bay in Portland Maine.
The theme of the Conference is "New England Crossroads 2005". Four of the
country' best known genealogists will be the lead speakers for this program:
Tony Burroughs, Cyndi Howells, Elizabeth Shown Mills and Craig Scott.
More than 40 additional speakers at this three day Conference a will discuss
a wide range of topics in tracks devoted to New England Research, Ethnic

Genealogy, Federal Records, Libraries and Records, Writing and Publishing,
Skills and Methodology, DNA Research and Computers the Internet and other
technical topics.
Complete program details and a registration form can be found at:
www.NERGC.org. There is also a Press Release (part of a full Press Kit) for
the Conference available at www.nergc.org/press_kit.htm.
A conference email newsletter, or "e-zine," is also available to provide
up-to-the-minute information about Conference happenings and planned
activities, as well as more details about the lectures, special programs,
exhibits and other news. The e-zine also describes the genealogical
resources and other interesting places in Portland, Maine, and highlights
fun things to do while attending the conference.
To read or subscribe to the e-zine: Visit the Conference Website:
www.nergc.org/z-zine.htm
We hope to see you in Portland in March!
Register early!
special events are filling up very quickly!

Some of the

For more information, or if you have any questions, please email
john@konvalinka.com or call 609-924-9742.
John Konvalinka
for the Publicity Committee
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From ccallard at michigan.gov Wed Jan 12 13:23:52 2005
From: ccallard at michigan.gov (Carole Callard)
Date: Wed Jan 12 13:06:27 2005
Subject: [Genealib] NEHG Register online free for Thanksgiving
weekend
Message-ID: <s1e524ef.003@gwcl1domg1v.state.mi.us>
Laura ehardy@ala.org would know count,
Last year she told me the day
of seminar, I would think 45 is near. cc
>>> LGPrescott@nehgs.org 11/22/2004 2:09:49 PM >>>
Greetings fellow genealib listers!

If you or your patrons have ever wanted to search The New England
Historical
and Genealogical Register online for free, check out
www.NewEnglandAncestors.org <http://www.NewEnglandAncestors.org> on
Thanksgiving. Spread the word, and Happy Thanksgiving!

A Feast of Ancestors! NEHGS Offers Free Access to the Register Online
over
Thanksgiving Weekend!<?xml:namespace prefix = o ns =

"urn:schemas-microsoft-com:office:office" />

The New England Historic Genealogical Society (NEHGS) is pleased to
offer
free access to its New England Historical and Genealogical Register
database
on NewEnglandAncestors.org over the Thanksgiving holiday weekend! The
database will be free to everyone from Thursday, November 25, through
Sunday, November 28, 2004. We encourage all NEHGS members to spread the
word
about this offering, and we hope that those who are not members are
able to
find a veritable feast of ancestors in the Register database!

Published quarterly since 1847, The New England Historical and
Genealogical
Register is the flagship journal of American genealogy and the oldest
journal in the field. The online database includes issues from 1847 to
1994.

The Register has featured articles on a wide variety of topics since
its
inception, including vital records, church records, tax records, land
and
probate records, cemetery transcriptions, obituaries, and historical
essays.
Authoritative compiled genealogies have been the centerpiece of the
Register
for more than 150 years. Thousands of New England families have been
treated
in the pages of the journal and many more are referenced in incidental
ways
throughout. The articles in the Register range from short pieces
correcting
errors in print or solving unusual problems to larger treatments that
reveal
family origins or present multiple generations of a family.

While gathered with family over the Thanksgiving weekend, this offering
is a
unique opportunity to search for ancestors, New England families,
notables,
and more in one of America's most prestigious genealogical journals.
Details
on how to obtain free access to the Register will be available
beginning on
Thanksgiving, Thursday, November 25, on the home page of the NEHGS
website,
www.NewEnglandAncestors.org <http://www.newenglandancestors.org/> .
Laura G. Prescott

Director of Marketing
<mailto:lgprescott@nehgs.org> lgprescott@nehgs.org
New England Historic Genealogical Society
617-226-1252
508-788-9500 fax
PO Box 5089, Framingham, MA 01701
From jmiller at fvrl.org Wed Jan 12 17:24:24 2005
From: jmiller at fvrl.org (Jane Miller)
Date: Wed Jan 12 17:06:51 2005
Subject: [Genealib] Nationality Acts and Women
Message-ID: <PDEGLJAGHGLEDNFCOEEIKEHDCBAA.jmiller@fvrl.org>
This is a reference question from a genealogy patron that I hope someone can
help me with. In 1907 laws were passed that negated U.S. nationality for
women (U.S. born) who married aliens(in this case a Croatians). When the law
was changed (patron says sometime in the early 40's), was it necessary for
the woman (the patron's grandmother) to go through the naturalization/
application process to become a citizen again?
I've tried to find it in the U.S. Code but am hopelessly bogged down, and
other Internet sites that tell the story of loss of nationality do not talk
about processes for reinstatement, only that the law changed.
Does anyone know? What is the source?
Thanks,
Jane Miller
Reference/Genealogy Librarian
District Information Services
Fort Vancouver Regional Library
From amy at amyjohnsoncrow.com Wed Jan 12 17:38:50 2005
From: amy at amyjohnsoncrow.com (Amy Johnson Crow)
Date: Wed Jan 12 17:21:21 2005
Subject: [Genealib] Nationality Acts and Women
In-Reply-To: <PDEGLJAGHGLEDNFCOEEIKEHDCBAA.jmiller@fvrl.org>
References: <PDEGLJAGHGLEDNFCOEEIKEHDCBAA.jmiller@fvrl.org>
Message-ID: <41E5A6FA.1040403@amyjohnsoncrow.com>
According to John J. Newman's "American Naturalization Processes and
Procedures 1790-1985" (Indiana Historical Society, 1985), p. 23:
"American Women:
3/02/1907-9/21/1922 -- Who marries a foreigner shall take the
nationality of her husband. At termination of marriage she must register
within one year if living abroad or if living in U.S. by residing therein.
9/22/1922-current -- Shall not lose citizenship upon marriage to an alien.
9/22/1922-6/24/1936 -- Who lost citizenship may become a citizen by
following: no declaration, no certificate of arrival and no period of
residency required; compliance with general naturalization laws. Act of
5/24/1934 added husbands as well as wives. It also raised residency
requirement to 3 years.
6/25/1936-current -- Who lost citizenship by marriage to an alien prior

to 9/22/1922 and whose marriage has terminated now required only to take
oath of allegiance. 7/02/1940 act amended to add 'or who has resided
continuously' in U.S."
Amy Johnson Crow, CG,
Third Vice-President, Ohio Genealogical Society
Jane Miller wrote:
>This is a reference question from a genealogy patron that I hope someone can
>help me with. In 1907 laws were passed that negated U.S. nationality for
>women (U.S. born) who married aliens(in this case a Croatians). When the law
>was changed (patron says sometime in the early 40's), was it necessary for
>the woman (the patron's grandmother) to go through the naturalization/
>application process to become a citizen again?
>
>I've tried to find it in the U.S. Code but am hopelessly bogged down, and
>other Internet sites that tell the story of loss of nationality do not talk
>about processes for reinstatement, only that the law changed.
>
>Does anyone know? What is the source?
>
>Thanks,
>
>Jane Miller
>Reference/Genealogy Librarian
>District Information Services
>Fort Vancouver Regional Library
>
>
>_______________________________________________
>genealib mailing list
>genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
>http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>
>
>
From ckluskens at starpower.net Wed Jan 12 20:55:59 2005
From: ckluskens at starpower.net (Claire Kluskens)
Date: Wed Jan 12 20:37:51 2005
Subject: [Genealib] Nationality Acts and Women
In-Reply-To: <PDEGLJAGHGLEDNFCOEEIKEHDCBAA.jmiller@fvrl.org>
References: <PDEGLJAGHGLEDNFCOEEIKEHDCBAA.jmiller@fvrl.org>
Message-ID: <4591E0AD-6506-11D9-AF36-000393BC81BA@starpower.net>
The Prologue article by INS historian Marian Smith ( Women and
Naturalization, ca. 1802-1940) should be helpful on these points
Part I of the article:
<http://www.archives.gov/publications/prologue/
summer_1998_women_and_naturalization_1.html>
Part II of the article:
<http://www.archives.gov/publications/prologue/
summer_1998_women_and_naturalization_2.html>
Claire Kluskens
NARA
On Jan 12, 2005, at 5:24 PM, Jane Miller wrote:
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This is a reference question from a genealogy patron that I hope
someone can
help me with. In 1907 laws were passed that negated U.S. nationality
for
women (U.S. born) who married aliens(in this case a Croatians). When
the law
was changed (patron says sometime in the early 40's), was it necessary
for
the woman (the patron's grandmother) to go through the naturalization/
application process to become a citizen again?
I've tried to find it in the U.S. Code but am hopelessly bogged down,
and
other Internet sites that tell the story of loss of nationality do not
talk
about processes for reinstatement, only that the law changed.
Does anyone know? What is the source?
Thanks,
Jane Miller
Reference/Genealogy Librarian
District Information Services
Fort Vancouver Regional Library
_______________________________________________
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From boljace at and.lib.in.us Thu Jan 13 11:33:23 2005
From: boljace at and.lib.in.us (Beth Oljace)
Date: Thu Jan 13 11:16:21 2005
Subject: [Genealib] Free to good home
Message-ID: <WorldClient-F200501131133.AA33230250@and.lib.in.us>
One copy AN ATLAS OF DELAWARE COUNTY, INDIANA, Griffing, Gordon, Co.,
1887 (1971 paperback facsimile reprint. A little bent, but the text is
in fine shape.)
One mimeographed copy 1830 Madison County, Indiana census index
From agometz at rhus.com Thu Jan 13 11:41:57 2005
From: agometz at rhus.com (Anne Gometz)
Date: Thu Jan 13 11:24:16 2005
Subject: [Genealib] Re Women and Nationality Acts
Message-ID: <41E6A4D5.8080603@rhus.com>
I see that some well-informed persons have already supplied chapter and
verse on this topic, but I can add a family story. My grandmother, who
was born in this country of recently emigrated Irish parents, married my
grandfather (another Irishman who had not yet beeen naturalized) in 1916
and thereby lost her citizenship, but didn't know it! She continued to
vote all her life. When she became old enough to collect Social

Security, some government person had the job of breaking the news to her
that she was not a citizen of the country where she was born. This
didn't go over well, but, after much argument and family wrangling, she
was persuaded to go through the necessary naturalization. My mother
breathed a deep sigh of relief and on the appointed day they went off
with my grandmother still muttering, but reconciled. That is, until the
clerk read off the horrible words, "Anne Egan, a citizen of Great
Britain". WELL! She was not British, she'd never been British, Ireland
was not British, etc. etc. It took minutes of persuasion by family and
officials to get Nanny (who could be very stubborn) to accept the
horrible necessity of being British for five minutes so she could once
again be an American.
I suspect there are other families out there whose members had much the
same unpleasant surprise, albeit without the Irish touch.
Anne Gometz
From BKiersh at coj.net Thu Jan 13 11:49:29 2005
From: BKiersh at coj.net (Barbara Kiersh)
Date: Thu Jan 13 11:33:11 2005
Subject: [Genealib] Free to good home
Message-ID: <s1e66054.007@mail.itd.ci.jax.fl.us>
Hi,
We'd like to have this.
Barbara Kiersh
Genealogy Dept.
Jacksonville (FL) PL
>>> boljace@and.lib.in.us 1/13/2005 11:33:23 AM >>>
One copy AN ATLAS OF DELAWARE COUNTY, INDIANA, Griffing, Gordon, Co.,
1887 (1971 paperback facsimile reprint. A little bent, but the text
is
in fine shape.)
One mimeographed copy 1830 Madison County, Indiana census index
_______________________________________________
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From vctinney at dcn.org Thu Jan 13 11:52:34 2005
From: vctinney at dcn.org (V. Chris & Tom Tinney, Sr.)
Date: Thu Jan 13 11:34:56 2005
Subject: [Genealib] The future of birth,
marriage and death registration in the U.S.?
Message-ID: <41E6A752.2060908@dcn.org>
The future of birth, marriage and death registration in the U.S.?

"January 10, 2005 (SACRAMENTO, Calif.) -The state Department of Health Services this month
launched a trial of one of the first fully electronic death
registration systems in the nation, a system developed
by UC Davis Health System.
The California Electronic Death Registration System
will make the creation, processing and storage of death
certificates in California an electronic process, eliminating
paper death certificates."
. . .
"The department is conducting a six-month trial of
the system in Yolo and Riverside Counties.
Other
counties may voluntarily follow in July."
. . .
"The EDRS ultimately will be placed in the public domain,
allow other states to obtain the source code, make modifications
and implement their own systems, based on the California EDRS."
. . .
http://www.ucdmc.ucdavis.edu/newsroom/releases/other/deathcertif1-2005.html
Respectfully yours,
Tom Tinney, Sr.
Who's Who in America, Millennium Edition [54th] - 2004
Who's Who In Genealogy and Heraldry, [both editions]
Genealogy and Family History Internet Web Directory
http://www.academic-genealogy.com/
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From llwhite at bccn.boone.in.us Thu Jan 13 11:55:35 2005
From: llwhite at bccn.boone.in.us (Linda Lee White)
Date: Thu Jan 13 11:38:34 2005
Subject: [Genealib] Free to good home
In-Reply-To: <WorldClient-F200501131133.AA33230250@and.lib.in.us>
Message-ID: <200501131704.MAA27145@bccn.boone.in.us>
If not spoken for we will take it.
Linda White
Linda L. White, Local History/Systems Librarian
Thorntown Public Library
124 N. Market St.
Thorntown, IN 46071
llwhite@bccn.boone.in.us
(765)436-7348 ext. 11

-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Beth Oljace
Sent: Thursday, January 13, 2005 11:33 AM
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu

Subject: [Genealib] Free to good home
One copy AN ATLAS OF DELAWARE COUNTY, INDIANA, Griffing, Gordon, Co.,
1887 (1971 paperback facsimile reprint. A little bent, but the text is
in fine shape.)
One mimeographed copy 1830 Madison County, Indiana census index
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From boljace at and.lib.in.us Thu Jan 13 12:13:28 2005
From: boljace at and.lib.in.us (Beth Oljace)
Date: Thu Jan 13 11:56:23 2005
Subject: [Genealib] Fwd: Free to good home
Message-ID: <WorldClient-F200501131213.AA13280264@and.lib.in.us>
These have already been taken.

Thanks for the response.

One copy AN ATLAS OF DELAWARE COUNTY, INDIANA, Griffing, Gordon, Co.,
1887 (1971 paperback facsimile reprint. A little bent, but the text is
in fine shape.)
One mimeographed copy 1830 Madison County, Indiana census index
From simpsonj at newberry.org Thu Jan 13 12:25:03 2005
From: simpsonj at newberry.org (Jack Simpson)
Date: Thu Jan 13 12:09:45 2005
Subject: [Genealib] Re: genealib Digest, Vol 16, Issue 11
Message-ID: <841833249@nl-mail.newberry.org>
HelloI will be out
reach a staff
telephone the
to you when I

of the office from Thursday, January 13 until Friday, January 21 . To
member in the genealogy department, email genealogy@newberry.org or
genealogy reference desk at 312-255-3512. Otherwise, I will get back
return.

Jack Simpson
Curator of Local and Family History
Newberry Library
From Suzanne.Levy at fairfaxcounty.gov Thu Jan 13 12:42:35 2005
From: Suzanne.Levy at fairfaxcounty.gov (Levy, Suzanne S.)
Date: Thu Jan 13 12:24:57 2005
Subject: [Genealib] Nationality Acts and Women
Message-ID:
<CB7DFEE91CB3DD41AA5AB65F6E07895707F7507F@FFXEXV03.FFX.CO.FAIRFAX.VA.US>
Clair,
Here are some more details on what I sent you yesterday. It is an
interesting thing to think about and may be pertinent for some folks.
Suzanne
-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Claire
Kluskens

Sent: Wednesday, January 12, 2005 8:56 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Nationality Acts and Women
The Prologue article by INS historian Marian Smith ( Women and
Naturalization, ca. 1802-1940) should be helpful on these points Part I
of the article:
<http://www.archives.gov/publications/prologue/
summer_1998_women_and_naturalization_1.html>
Part II of the article:
<http://www.archives.gov/publications/prologue/
summer_1998_women_and_naturalization_2.html>
Claire Kluskens
NARA
On Jan 12, 2005, at 5:24 PM, Jane Miller wrote:
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

This is a reference question from a genealogy patron that I hope
someone can
help me with. In 1907 laws were passed that negated U.S. nationality
for
women (U.S. born) who married aliens(in this case a Croatians). When
the law
was changed (patron says sometime in the early 40's), was it necessary

>
>
>
>
>
>
>

for
the woman (the patron's grandmother) to go through the naturalization/
application process to become a citizen again?

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

talk
about processes for reinstatement, only that the law changed.

I've tried to find it in the U.S. Code but am hopelessly bogged down,
and
other Internet sites that tell the story of loss of nationality do not

Does anyone know? What is the source?
Thanks,
Jane Miller
Reference/Genealogy Librarian
District Information Services
Fort Vancouver Regional Library
_______________________________________________
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From Cwitcher at acpl.lib.in.us Thu Jan 13 12:49:22 2005
From: Cwitcher at acpl.lib.in.us (Curt Witcher)
Date: Thu Jan 13 12:31:42 2005
Subject: [Genealib] ALA Boston--Genealogy & Local History Discussion Group
Message-ID: <s1e66e59.029@groupwise-server.acpl.lib.in.us>
For those who are attending the ALA Mid-Winter Meeting in Boston, I
invite you to attend the Genealogy & Local History Discusison Group
Meeting. The discussion topic: "'Can I get that on my computer?'
Making Our Genealogy & Local History Collection Accessible--Some Things
We All Can Do."
Saturday, January 15, 2005 at 9AM�Boston Park Plaza Hotel and
Towers�Thoreau Room
64 Arlington Street, Boston, Massachusetts 02116 [Phone: (617)
426-2000].
Curt B. Witcher
Manager, Historical Genealogy Department
NE Director, Indiana Genealogical Society
Allen County Public Library
P. O. Box 2270, 200 E. Berry Street
Fort Wayne, IN 46801-2270
CWitcher@ACPL.Lib.in.us
260-421-1226
Fax: 260-421-1386
===========================================
The views, opinions, and judgments expressed
in this message are solely those of the author.
The message contents have not been reviewed
or approved by the Allen County Public Library.
===========================================
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From drewsmithusf at aol.com Thu Jan 13 13:58:50 2005
From: drewsmithusf at aol.com (Drew Smith)
Date: Thu Jan 13 13:41:26 2005
Subject: [Genealib] ALA Boston - Genealogy Committee meetings
In-Reply-To: <s1e66e59.029@groupwise-server.acpl.lib.in.us>
Message-ID: <8c.1e36d7ac.2f181ee7@aol.com>
Also for those who are going to Boston for ALA, other meetings of interest
include:
RUSA-HS Genealogy Committee, Standards and Guidelines, meeting Saturday,
January 15, 11am-12:30pm, Boston Marriott Copley Place Yarmouth
RUSA-HS Genealogy Committee, meeting Sunday, January 16, 8-11am, Wyndham
Tremont Library
Drew Smith
Chair, RUSA-HS Genealogy Committee
Cell: 813-263-2028
From boljace at and.lib.in.us Thu Jan 13 14:24:57 2005
From: boljace at and.lib.in.us (Beth Oljace)

Date: Thu Jan 13 14:08:10 2005
Subject: [Genealib] Online swap
Message-ID: <WorldClient-F200501131424.AA24570303@and.lib.in.us>
One of my long-time customers recently died and her entire collection of
genealogy books is coming to me. We have many of the items already and I
wonder if anyone out there would like to trade me items for them.
Just let me know what you might be able to let me have. I'm always
interested in county histories (outside of Indiana) and family histories.
I have:
Irish, Donna R.
Jones, Hank.
vs.)

PENNSYLVANIA GERMAN MARRIAGES.

GPC, 1982

THE PALATINE FAMILIES OF NEW YORK 1710.

HISTORY OF PIKE AND DUBOIS COUNTIES, INDIANA.
(Unigraphic Reprtin)

H. Jones, 1985 (2

Goodspeed, 1885.

All are in very good condition.
Beth E. Oljace
Indiana Room Librarian
Anderson Public Library
From smpotter at earthlink.net Sun Jan 16 09:17:29 2005
From: smpotter at earthlink.net (Susan Potter)
Date: Sun Jan 16 09:01:44 2005
Subject: [Genealib] Free to good home
References: <4058421b050111181125295667@mail.gmail.com>
Message-ID: <010301c4fbd6$1d360870$8b00b341@sue2h1gbbufbn9>
Good Morning All,
I have a copy of Where it All Began, 1775-1975, Massachusetts Retired
Teachers Association. This spiral bound volume is a compendium of what
teachers remembered during their teaching days. For example, Mary Eldredge
wrote "Children's desks were fastened to the floor. If the day was dark we
did the best we could near the windows since there were no electric lights
and lamps were taboo because of the presence of so many children."
Sue
From maire1999 at yahoo.com Sun Jan 16 09:51:54 2005
From: maire1999 at yahoo.com (Mary Devine)
Date: Sun Jan 16 09:33:57 2005
Subject: [Genealib] Free to good home
In-Reply-To: <010301c4fbd6$1d360870$8b00b341@sue2h1gbbufbn9>
Message-ID: <20050116145154.24501.qmail@web61101.mail.yahoo.com>
Hi Sue!
I would love to claim this book if it isn't already taken.
Thanks!
Mary Devine (maire1999@yahoo.com)
Boston Public Library

Susan Potter <smpotter@earthlink.net> wrote:
Good Morning All,
I have a copy of Where it All Began, 1775-1975, Massachusetts Retired
Teachers Association. This spiral bound volume is a compendium of what
teachers remembered during their teaching days. For example, Mary Eldredge
wrote "Children's desks were fastened to the floor. If the day was dark we
did the best we could near the windows since there were no electric lights
and lamps were taboo because of the presence of so many children."
Sue
_______________________________________________
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From smpotter at earthlink.net Sun Jan 16 09:56:35 2005
From: smpotter at earthlink.net (Susan Potter)
Date: Sun Jan 16 09:40:40 2005
Subject: [Genealib] Free to good home
References: <4058421b050111181125295667@mail.gmail.com>
<010301c4fbd6$1d360870$8b00b341@sue2h1gbbufbn9>
Message-ID: <013e01c4fbdb$939f3270$8b00b341@sue2h1gbbufbn9>
The book is spoken for!

Thanks all!

----- Original Message ----From: "Susan Potter" <smpotter@earthlink.net>
To: "Librarians Serving Genealogists" <genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Sent: Sunday, January 16, 2005 9:17 AM
Subject: [Genealib] Free to good home
> Good Morning All,
>
> I have a copy of Where it All Began, 1775-1975, Massachusetts Retired
> Teachers Association. This spiral bound volume is a compendium of what
> teachers remembered during their teaching days. For example, Mary
Eldredge
> wrote "Children's desks were fastened to the floor. If the day was dark
we
> did the best we could near the windows since there were no electric lights
> and lamps were taboo because of the presence of so many children."
>
> Sue
>
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu

> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
From ECole at oakville.ca Sun Jan 16 10:07:07 2005
From: ECole at oakville.ca (ECole@oakville.ca)
Date: Sun Jan 16 09:49:25 2005
Subject: [Genealib] Elise Cole/Central Library/Oakville is out of the office.
Message-ID: <OF052ABCF9.B601D5E2-ON85256F8B.00530CB1-85256F8B.00530CB7@oakville.ca>
I will be out of the office starting
01/17/2005.

01/14/2005 and will not return until

If you require more immediate assistance, please contact AskUs!, our e-mail
reference service at oplreference@oakville.ca. I will respond to your
e-mail upon my return.
From wpwolfe at qwest.net Sun Jan 16 23:57:14 2005
From: wpwolfe at qwest.net (William Wolfe)
Date: Sun Jan 16 23:41:59 2005
Subject: [Genealib] The future of birth,
marriage and death registration in the U.S.?
References: <41E6A752.2060908@dcn.org>
Message-ID: <004301c4fc51$0373fca0$0c01a8c0@qwest.net>
Chris & Tom,
My new e-mail address is wpmwolfe@comcast.net
----- Original Message ----From: V. Chris & Tom Tinney, Sr.
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Sent: Thursday, January 13, 2005 9:52 AM
Subject: [Genealib] The future of birth,marriage and death registration in the
U.S.?
The future of birth, marriage and death registration in the U.S.?
"January 10, 2005 (SACRAMENTO, Calif.) The state Department of Health Services this month
launched a trial of one of the first fully electronic death
registration systems in the nation, a system developed
by UC Davis Health System.
The California Electronic Death Registration System
will make the creation, processing and storage of death
certificates in California an electronic process, eliminating
paper death certificates."
. . .
"The department is conducting a six-month trial of
the system in Yolo and Riverside Counties.
Other
counties may voluntarily follow in July."
. . .
"The EDRS ultimately will be placed in the public domain,
allow other states to obtain the source code, make modifications
and implement their own systems, based on the California EDRS."
. . .
http://www.ucdmc.ucdavis.edu/newsroom/releases/other/deathcertif1-2005.html
Respectfully yours,

Tom Tinney, Sr.
Who's Who in America, Millennium Edition [54th] - 2004
Who's Who In Genealogy and Heraldry, [both editions]
Genealogy and Family History Internet Web Directory
http://www.academic-genealogy.com/
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From vctinney at dcn.org Mon Jan 17 00:49:46 2005
From: vctinney at dcn.org (V. Chris & Tom Tinney, Sr.)
Date: Mon Jan 17 00:31:59 2005
Subject: [Genealib] What's New in Family History,
Genealogy & Local History Books?
Message-ID: <41EB51FA.7080600@dcn.org>
What's New in Family History, Genealogy & Local History Books?
General interest books in family history, genealogy and local history:
chronological listing from advance publication dates, A. D. 2006
back to A.D. 2004 keyword search sample listing, at:
http://www.academic-genealogy.com/whatsnewbooks.htm
STATUS search of In Print, Out of Print and Forthcoming Books,
(in FORMAT: Book, Audio, Video) within All Markets worldwide
databases, dated January 13, 2005, shows:
Keyword search for "family history" listing 24,168 results.
Keyword search for "genealogy" listing 36,240 results.
Keyword search for "local history" listing 81,986 results.
Respectfully yours,
Tom Tinney, Sr.
Who's Who in America, Millennium Edition [54th] - 2004
Who's Who In Genealogy and Heraldry, [both editions]
Genealogy and Family History Internet Web Directory
http://www.academic-genealogy.com/
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From pmlewis at scgov.net Tue Jan 18 10:09:49 2005
From: pmlewis at scgov.net (Patricia Lewis)
Date: Tue Jan 18 09:52:10 2005
Subject: [Genealib] Family bible
Message-ID: <s1ece07e.019@SCGWIA.CO.SARASOTA.FL.US>

we have a patron who would like to know if there is a library/historical
society interested in having a family bible from the northern part of
New York State (near Vermont border).
Please reply to me off-list.
Pat Lewis, Head
Reference Services
Elsie Quirk Public Library
100 West Dearborn Street
Englewood, FL 34223
941-861-1208
Fax: 941-474-3840
email: pmlewis@scgov.net
All mail sent to and from Sarasota County Government is subject to the
public records law of Florida
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From tbenson at vbdl.org Tue Jan 18 11:11:10 2005
From: tbenson at vbdl.org (Toni Benson)
Date: Tue Jan 18 10:51:53 2005
Subject: [Genealib] Family bible
References: <s1ece07e.019@SCGWIA.CO.SARASOTA.FL.US>
Message-ID: <013301c4fd78$52e8ae20$3c9a6cc6@decatur.mich.net>
I would strongly urge you to consider donating it to the New England Historical
Genealogical Society. They have made one of their missions collecting bible
records from across the country.
Toni I. Benson, Local History
Van Buren District Library
Decatur, MI
----- Original Message ----From: Patricia Lewis
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Sent: Tuesday, January 18, 2005 10:09 AM
Subject: [Genealib] Family bible
we have a patron who would like to know if there is a library/historical society
interested in having a family bible from the northern part of New York State (near
Vermont border).
Please reply to me off-list.
Pat Lewis, Head
Reference Services
Elsie Quirk Public Library
100 West Dearborn Street
Englewood, FL 34223
941-861-1208
Fax: 941-474-3840
email: pmlewis@scgov.net
All mail sent to and from Sarasota County Government is subject to the public
records law of Florida
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From jeffrey at bartlesville.lib.ok.us Tue Jan 18 11:13:04 2005
From: jeffrey at bartlesville.lib.ok.us (Jeffrey J. Courouleau)
Date: Tue Jan 18 10:55:27 2005
Subject: [Genealib] Family bible
In-Reply-To: <013301c4fd78$52e8ae20$3c9a6cc6@decatur.mich.net>
Message-ID: <OGEIJJEGLGNGHLOLCNLCAEJDDLAA.jeffrey@bartlesville.lib.ok.us>
Doesn't Godfrey also collect extensively in this subject area? They would be
another institution I would consider.
Jeffrey
*******************************************************************
Jeffrey J. Courouleau, MLIS
Local & Family History Librarian
Bartlesville Public Library
600 S. Johnstone Avenue
Bartlesville, OK, 74003
E-Mail: jeffrey@bartlesville.lib.ok.us
Office Telephone: 918-337-5332
LFH Helpdesk: 918-337-5333
http://www.bartlesville.lib.ok.us
*******************************************************************
-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu]On Behalf Of Toni Benson
Sent: Tuesday, January 18, 2005 10:11
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Family bible
I would strongly urge you to consider donating it to the New England
Historical Genealogical Society. They have made one of their missions
collecting bible records from across the country.
Toni I. Benson, Local History
Van Buren District Library
Decatur, MI
----- Original Message ----From: Patricia Lewis
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Sent: Tuesday, January 18, 2005 10:09 AM
Subject: [Genealib] Family bible

we have a patron who would like to know if there is a library/historical
society interested in having a family bible from the northern part of New
York State (near Vermont border).
Please reply to me off-list.
Pat Lewis, Head
Reference Services
Elsie Quirk Public Library
100 West Dearborn Street
Englewood, FL 34223
941-861-1208
Fax: 941-474-3840
email: pmlewis@scgov.net
All mail sent to and from Sarasota County Government is subject to the
public records law of Florida
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From mepetersen at dustdevil.com Tue Jan 18 13:34:35 2005
From: mepetersen at dustdevil.com (Marvin and Eudora Petersen)
Date: Tue Jan 18 13:16:38 2005
Subject: [Genealib] Annual Book Clearance
Message-ID: <003001c4fd8c$5d1d0c10$8c8af404@EudoraOffice>
The Cloud County Genealogical Society is having their annual book clearance of
their publications.
1. Our 1880 Census Index. This book has two indexes the first is a general one
listing the 15,080 residents and in what township they resided. The second index is
by township listing the sex, age and status of the resident i.e. what family they
are listed with and relationship to the head of the household and the page number
in the microfilm, where they are listed. This book is now on sale for $10 plus $3
for shipping.
2. We have an index for the 1895 Cloud County Kansas Agricultural Census that
includes not only farming families but the incorporated towns of the county
(Concordia, Clyde, Glasco, Miltonvale & Jamestown) With each entry is listed: sex,
age, Status (what family they live with and where they were born), Page number
within the actual census and the township or City where they reside. This book is
$22 plus $3 for shipping. (Members of the society $18 plus shipping)
You may reserve your copy(ies) and we will ship when we receive either a
purchase order or check.
Thank-you
Marvin and Eudora Petersen co-treasurers
Cloud County Genealogical Society
P.O. Box 202
Concordia, KS 66901-0202
mepetersen@dustdevil.com
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From jochem at main.morris.org Tue Jan 18 15:22:37 2005
From: jochem at main.morris.org (Chris Jochem)
Date: Tue Jan 18 15:03:17 2005
Subject: [Genealib] Part-time genealogy library assistant
Message-ID: <000001c4fd9b$8225cc90$0800a8c0@JFPL.ORG>
LOCAL HISTORY AND GENEALOGY DEPARTMENT
The Morristown and Morris Township Library
Morristown, New Jersey
Genealogy Library Assistant
The Local History Department of the Morristown and Morris Township Library,
in Morristown, NJ, has an immediate opening for a part-time Library
Assistant to work Saturdays, from 10:00AM - 2:00PM.
The Local History and Genealogy Department has one of the better collections
of New Jersey historical and genealogical material in the state, including
books, manuscripts, maps, architectural and landscape drawings, photographs
and fine art.
The Library Assistant, under the supervision of the Department Head, will:
provide reference desk service for Local History patrons
retrieve and shelve material
shelf read
assist in indexing the _Daily Record_, the local daily newspaper
Bachelor or associate degree required. Strong knowledge of material of all
kinds in New Jersey history, preservation and/or genealogy is desirable.
Previous experience with DRA or other computer catalogs desired. Prefer
familiarity with Windows, WordPerfect, and Access.
Hours:
Starting pay:

10:00AM - 2:00PM Saturdays
$12.00/hour

Interested candidates should send a resume and 3 references to:
Christine Jochem
Department Head
Local History Department
The Morristown and Morris Township Library
One Miller Road
Morristown, NJ 07960
973-538-3473
jochem@main.morris.org
From DWoods4267 at aol.com Tue Jan 18 19:48:32 2005
From: DWoods4267 at aol.com (DWoods4267@aol.com)
Date: Tue Jan 18 19:30:34 2005
Subject: [Genealib] Annual Book Clearance
Message-ID: <f7.481a1207.2f1f0860@aol.com>
Midwest Historical and Genealogical Society would like to order the 1895
census index book.

I am forwarding your email to our treasurer and she will write a check and
send it within the week.
Mail to MHGS, Box 1121, Wichita, KS 67201.
Thank you
Donna Blackard Woods
MHGS Librarian
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From k.swartz at saginawlibrary.org Wed Jan 19 16:20:11 2005
From: k.swartz at saginawlibrary.org (Kelly Swartz)
Date: Wed Jan 19 16:02:58 2005
Subject: [Genealib] books for trade or postage
Message-ID: <s1ee88d4.053@mail.saginawlibrary.org>
Greetings:
The following biographies and published genealogies are available for
trade or postage reimbursement. I will award the books by first
response. Please respond to me at my e-mail address, and not to the
whole list. Thank you. k.swartz@saginawlibrary.org
A Cartwright Odyssey or Three Rebels From Sharon by Lloyd J.
Cartwright, 1975
Our Eggleston and Allied Families by Elsie Eggleston Kempton and Ione
Eggleston Ward, 1975
Christopher Gore: Federalist of Massachusetts 1758-1827 by Helen R.
Pinkney, 1969
Our New England Hadley Family and Allied Families by Elsie Eggleston
Kempton, 1979
The Life and Times of Major John Mason of Connecticut: 1600-1672 by
Louis B. Mason, 1935
John Mayo of Roxbury, Massachusetts 1630-1688: a Genealogical and
Biographical Record of His Descendants by Chester Garst Mayo, 1965
Rupert of the Rhine: a Biographical Sketch of the Life of Prince
Rupert, Prince Palatine of the Rhine, Duke of Cumberland by Lord Ronald
Gower, 1890 (damaged spine)
The Diary of Robert Rose: A View of Virginia by a Scottish Colonial
Parson 1746-1751, edited by Ralph Emmett Fall, 1977
A Short Sketch of the Life of Elijah Shaw, Who Served For 21 Years in
the U.S. Navy...
3rd ed., published in 1845 (bound)
Donald Lines Jacobus' Index to Genealogical Periodicals, rev. 3rd ed.
by Carl Boyer, 1983

Thanks!
Kelly Swartz
Kelly Swartz
Genealogy Specialist
Local History & Genealogy Collection
Public Libraries of Saginaw
From k.swartz at saginawlibrary.org Thu Jan 20 09:20:25 2005
From: k.swartz at saginawlibrary.org (Kelly Swartz)
Date: Thu Jan 20 09:04:28 2005
Subject: [Genealib] books for trade
Message-ID: <s1ef77fc.058@mail.saginawlibrary.org>
Greetings:
All books from my bio/genealogy trade list that I posted yesterday have
been taken. I will send individual e-mails to the first responders.
Thanks for your interest. A new list will be coming soon!
Kelly Swartz
Kelly Swartz
Genealogy Specialist
Local History & Genealogy Collection
Public Libraries of Saginaw
From bonjann at yahoo.com Thu Jan 20 16:09:14 2005
From: bonjann at yahoo.com (Bonnie Anderson)
Date: Thu Jan 20 15:51:16 2005
Subject: [Genealib] Re: Genealogy Online Databases for Libraries
Message-ID: <20050120210914.65376.qmail@web54707.mail.yahoo.com>
I apologize if this was sent twice. My email did not show that the first one was
sent.
http://www.gencd.com
http://www.gencd.com/Pindex2.htm
Ohio Birth Index
Ohio Marriages

1959-2001 Plus Ohio Birth Supplemental.
1970-1989

Ohio 1840 Census Index (Search all counties at once).
Ohio Land
Utah Marriages 1850's -1992
Salt Lake
Davis

Utah Counties
Weber County
Territorial contains 1850s-1896
Marriages
Divorces,
Births,
Guardianships,
Naturalization
African American Slave Genealogy Track them from Birth to Death.
California Birth Indexes
1905-1919
1930-1939
1940-1949
1950-1959
Irish Vital Records:
Irish Wills 1400s- 1850s
Irish - County Cork Irish
Irish of Liverpool
Vital Records 1400s - 1800s
Census 1659
New York, New Jersey, Pennsylvania Marriages1758- 1891

Pennsylvania

Nevada

Marriages. 1700s -1896

Marriages 1969-2003 -The complete state-all counties plus

Nevada Divorces

1968 Oct..-2002- All Counties.

The Purchase of the Databases is
1st year $1,600.00
Second Year $1,000.00
Third Year $1,000.00
Fourth Year $1,000.00

Library now owns the databases.

--------------------------------Do you Yahoo!?
Yahoo! Search presents - Jib Jab's 'Second Term'
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From boljace at and.lib.in.us Fri Jan 21 12:47:49 2005
From: boljace at and.lib.in.us (Beth Oljace)
Date: Fri Jan 21 12:31:33 2005
Subject: [Genealib] Free to good home
Message-ID: <WorldClient-F200501211247.AA47491750@and.lib.in.us>
We received the following as donations.
but the texts are in good condition.

The covers are a bit scruffy,

Mayhill, R. Thomas. EARLY CEMETERY RECORDS OF WAYNE TOWNSHIP, HENRY
COUNTY, INDIANA. 1968
Indiana Junior Historical Society. Parkview Junior High School History
Club. HENRY COUNTY [INDIANA] CEMETERY EPITAPHS AND INSCRIPTIONS. 1973.
Evans, Nellie E.
Konrad, J.

HAMILTON COUNTY [INDIANA] CEMETERIES, V. 1 & 2.

POLISH FAMILY RESEARCH.

Summit Publications, 1977.

Beth E. Oljace
Indiana Room Librarian
Anderson Public Library
111 E. 12th St.
Anderson, IN 46016
765-641-2442
From syparker at imbris.com Fri Jan 21 12:56:49 2005
From: syparker at imbris.com (Sandra Yorkell-Parker)
Date: Fri Jan 21 12:40:25 2005
Subject: [Genealib] Family bible
References: <s1ece07e.019@SCGWIA.CO.SARASOTA.FL.US>
Message-ID: <010601c4ffe2$ac515680$8e8312d8@Genealogy>
Pat,
Although I am not a library nor do I any longer work for a library I would be
interested in this Bible as my husbands family is from New York State and Vermont.
I am the President of our local Genealogical Society and there are many who may
benefit from the info from this bible.
Sandra Yorkell-Parker
Pres. Bonner county Genealogical Society, Idaho
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://lists.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20050121/4ed82a11/
attachment.htm
From history at eok.lib.ok.us Fri Jan 21 13:04:02 2005
From: history at eok.lib.ok.us (MPL Genealogy)
Date: Fri Jan 21 12:50:07 2005

Subject: [Genealib] Free to good home
In-Reply-To: <WorldClient-F200501211247.AA47491750@and.lib.in.us>
Message-ID: <001c01c4ffe3$96eed4b0$af28a8c0@genealogy>
Beth,
Wally is off today, but I think He would want me to ask for these books.
We can pay postage on them. Thank You,
Jere Harris, clerk
Wally Waits
Muskogee Public Library
Local History/Genealogy Libn.
history@eok.lib.ok.us
918-682-6657 x257
"At most living memory endures for a hundred years or so. Thereafter,
even the barest outline of the past is forgotten, unless it is recorded
in writing..." John Morris in Londinium: London in the Roman Empire, p.
205.
-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Beth Oljace
Sent: Friday, January 21, 2005 11:48 AM
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] Free to good home
We received the following as donations.
but the texts are in good condition.

The covers are a bit scruffy,

Mayhill, R. Thomas. EARLY CEMETERY RECORDS OF WAYNE TOWNSHIP, HENRY
COUNTY, INDIANA. 1968
Indiana Junior Historical Society. Parkview Junior High School History
Club. HENRY COUNTY [INDIANA] CEMETERY EPITAPHS AND INSCRIPTIONS. 1973.
Evans, Nellie E.
Konrad, J.

HAMILTON COUNTY [INDIANA] CEMETERIES, V. 1 & 2.

POLISH FAMILY RESEARCH.

Summit Publications, 1977.

Beth E. Oljace
Indiana Room Librarian
Anderson Public Library
111 E. 12th St.
Anderson, IN 46016
765-641-2442
_______________________________________________
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http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
From boljace at and.lib.in.us Fri Jan 21 13:31:23 2005
From: boljace at and.lib.in.us (Beth Oljace)
Date: Fri Jan 21 13:14:59 2005
Subject: Fwd: [Genealib] Free to good home
Message-ID: <WorldClient-F200501211331.AA31231773@and.lib.in.us>

They're already gone.

Thanks for the response.

Beth O!
-----Original Message----From: "Beth Oljace" <boljace@and.lib.in.us>
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Date: Fri, 21 Jan 2005 12:47:49 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] Free to good home
We received the following as donations.
but the texts are in good condition.

The covers are a bit scruffy,

Mayhill, R. Thomas. EARLY CEMETERY RECORDS OF WAYNE TOWNSHIP, HENRY
COUNTY, INDIANA. 1968
Indiana Junior Historical Society. Parkview Junior High School History
Club. HENRY COUNTY [INDIANA] CEMETERY EPITAPHS AND INSCRIPTIONS. 1973.
Evans, Nellie E.
Konrad, J.

HAMILTON COUNTY [INDIANA] CEMETERIES, V. 1 & 2.

POLISH FAMILY RESEARCH.

Summit Publications, 1977.

Beth E. Oljace
Indiana Room Librarian
Anderson Public Library
111 E. 12th St.
Anderson, IN 46016
765-641-2442
_______________________________________________
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http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
From lesliecorn at earthlink.net Fri Jan 21 13:53:10 2005
From: lesliecorn at earthlink.net (Leslie Corn)
Date: Fri Jan 21 13:34:25 2005
Subject: [Genealib] Re: Genealogy Online Databases for Libraries
In-Reply-To: <20050121170044.24C255C6D9@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <BE16B9C6.3EED%lesliecorn@earthlink.net>
There are no sources on GenCD's website for the information in the CDs. Do
you happen to know, for instance, the sources for "New York, New Jersey,
Pennsylvania Marriages, 1758- 1891"?
$4600 is a huge amount to charge, especially as it appears that at least
some of the databases from GedCD are already offered for free (various years
of California births, for instance, are available at
http://www.vitalsearch-ca.com/gen/ca/_vitals/cabirthm.htm) or can be found
at Ancestry.com, Genealogy.com, Origins.net, and elsewhere.
Thank you.
Leslie Corn,
Professional
Genealogical
New York, NY
The New York

M.A., F.G.B.S.
Genealogist
Research, Due Diligence, & Missing Heirs
Times, 1851-1998: Remote Access to the ProQuest Database for

NYG&B Members. Part 1: Getting Started
http://tinyurl.com/4dvvd
Part Two: Advanced Research Techniques, Saving and Printing Articles,
Problem Solving
http://tinyurl.com/5dq6a
World War II Fourth Registration Draft Cards: A Newly-Released 20th-Century
Resource for 19th-Century Research
http://tinyurl.com/6ehh6

on 1/21/05 12:00 PM, Bonnie Anderson wrote:
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Message: 1
Date: Thu, 20 Jan 2005 13:09:14 -0800 (PST)
From: Bonnie Anderson <bonjann@yahoo.com>
Subject: [Genealib] Re: Genealogy Online Databases for Libraries
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Message-ID: <20050120210914.65376.qmail@web54707.mail.yahoo.com>
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="us-ascii"
I apologize if this was sent twice. My email did not show that the first one
was sent.
http://www.gencd.com
http://www.gencd.com/Pindex2.htm
Ohio Birth Index
Ohio Marriages

1959-2001 Plus Ohio Birth Supplemental.
1970-1989

Ohio 1840 Census Index (Search all counties at once).
Ohio Land
Utah Marriages 1850's -1992
Salt Lake
Davis
Utah Counties
Weber County
Territorial contains 1850s-1896
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Marriages
Divorces,
Births,
Guardianships,
Naturalization
African American Slave Genealogy Track them from Birth to Death.
California Birth Indexes
1905-1919
1930-1939
1940-1949
1950-1959
Irish Vital Records:
Irish Wills 1400s- 1850s
Irish - County Cork Irish
Irish of Liverpool
Vital Records 1400s - 1800s
Census 1659
New York, New Jersey, Pennsylvania Marriages1758- 1891

Pennsylvania

Nevada

Marriages. 1700s -1896

Marriages 1969-2003 -The complete state-all counties plus

Nevada Divorces

1968 Oct..-2002- All Counties.

The Purchase of the Databases is
1st year $1,600.00
Second Year $1,000.00
Third Year $1,000.00
Fourth Year $1,000.00
Library now owns the databases.

--------------------------------Do you Yahoo!?
Yahoo! Search presents - Jib Jab's 'Second Term'
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
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URL:
http://lists.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20050120/cf92879d/at
tachment-0001.htm
-----------------------------_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
End of genealib Digest, Vol 16, Issue 18
****************************************

From drewsmithusf at aol.com Fri Jan 21 16:29:32 2005
From: drewsmithusf at aol.com (Drew Smith)
Date: Fri Jan 21 16:11:38 2005
Subject: [Genealib] Morse to speak in St. Louis on March 13
Message-ID: <a3.6b99f8f0.2f22ce3b@aol.com>
Jewish Genealogical Society of St. Louis
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
Contact: Joel Shedlofsky
January 18, 2005
314-275-7804, jshedlofsky@att.net
www.jewishgen.org/jgs-stlouis
STEPHEN P. MORSE'S CODE
Breaking The Code To Ellis Island and Other Genealogical Databases In
One-Step
ST. LOUIS--Stephen P. Morse, one of the Internet's premier database
experts, will be the featured speaker at the Jewish Genealogical Society of
St. Louis's 10th Anniversary on Sunday, March 13, 2005 at 2:00 p.m., at
United Hebrew Congregation, 13788 Conway Rd., St. Louis MO 63141.
Dr. Morse is giving two talks, "Searching Databases in One-step" and
"Searching Ellis Island's Database in One-step". Between sessions,
refreshments in honor of the Society's 10th Anniversary will be served.
Admission is $5 for non-members and free to members of Jewish Genealogical
Society of St. Louis.
When Ellis Island's database of immigrants came online, searching was
frustrating and exasperating. Dr. Morse broke the code, creating an on-line
tool that finds information in one-step. Thousands of novice and experienced
genealogists use this free on-line tool daily. On his Web site,
www.stevemorse.org Dr. Morse offers additional free one-step search forms
for other genealogical databases.
Stephen Morse is an amateur genealogist who has been researching his
Russian-Jewish origins for the past few years. Two years ago he developed
some web-based searching aids to enable him to do his own research. Much to
his surprise, his searching aids and websites have attracted attention
worldwide. Morse holds a doctorate in electrical engineering from New York
University. He has held research positions at Bell Telephone Laboratories,
IBM Watson Research Center, GE Corporate Research and Development, and
Compagnie Internationale pour l'Informatique in France. He has been

involved in development at Intel Corporation, Alsys Inc, and Netscape
Communications Corp. He has taught at CCNY, Pratt Institute in Brooklyn, UC
Berkeley, SUNY Albany, Stanford University, and San Francisco State
University. He has authored numerous technical papers, written four
textbooks, and holds three patents. He is best known as the architect of
the Intel 8086, the granddaddy of today's Pentium processor. He has lived
in San Francisco for the past 30 years.
For more information visit our Web site: www.jewishgen.org/jgs-stlouis
or contact Ilene Wittels at 314.692.2444. For more information about this
topic, or to schedule an interview with Dr. Morse contact, Joel Shedlofsky
at 314.275.7804.
The Jewish Genealogical Society of St. Louis, affiliated with United Hebrew
Congregation was formed in 1995. The Society assists genealogists
researching their Jewish heritage.
###
From LNaukam at libraryweb.org Sat Jan 22 13:50:02 2005
From: LNaukam at libraryweb.org (Naukam, Larry)
Date: Sat Jan 22 13:31:42 2005
Subject: [Genealib] Re: Genealogy Online Databases for Libraries
Message-ID: <895AE3C5B9D03345BDBE30C250067362C9D763@rpl05.rpl.org>
I just took a look at it, and it is similar to a site I saw a while ago
which had ridiculously unalphabetized, disorganized lists of data
already available for free, for a "fee" of 50 dollars. Dick Eastman
wrote about that.
I am --NOT-- accusing this GenCD site of being not on the up and up.
What I --am-- saying it when I click on a button NY births and deaths
1800-1992, I got a sub page with only a list of New York, New
Jersey,Pennsylvania Marriages, 1758- 1891; that doesn't agree. The mere
fact that the pages contains bizarre capitalization's - usually a sign
of a foreigner or a (ahem) non-librarian.
I wouldn't pay 10 dollars for this, let alone 4500. As an acquisitions
librarian for 20 years before I came back to public service, I have
antennae that I trust.
From softrev at infowest.com Sun Jan 23 17:18:26 2005
From: softrev at infowest.com (softrev)
Date: Sun Jan 23 17:05:03 2005
Subject: [Genealib]
RE: Re: Genealogy Online Databases for Libraries (Naukam, Larry)
Message-ID: <000f01c50199$7619e600$0600a8c0@SERVER2>
This is in response to Mr.

Larry Naukam's email.

The mere fact that the pages contains bizarre capitalization's - usually a
sign
of a foreigner or a (ahem) non-librarian.
No Mr. Naukam, we are as American as you are and if bizarre capitalization's
appear it may be that you are not aware of advertising and the fonts and
methods used.
Gencd.com is Global Data CD Publishers, LLC a Utah based firm since 1994

with 25 yrs. of genealogical software production.
Databases that Mr. Naukam presumes have come from other well known online
sites have originated from Global Data. Global Data sells their databases in
various forms to database purchasers. One such database that comes to mind
is the Social Sec. Death Index that we purchased the raw data from the
government and converted it from EBCDIC (Extended Binary Coded Decimal
Interchange Code) into ASCII. We sold the converted files to a large
well-known genealogical company who merged then sold along with the data
files. Their company was then sold again.
Our customers have been various agencies of the Fed. Government, including
the Bureau of Indian Affairs, Ameritch Library Systems and many others to
mention a few.
The Nevada materials, Ohio Births and Marriages, Utah, Territorial, NY, NJ,
PA marriages are not online anywhere.
Clark Co., Nev. has marriages online but Gencd.com has the whole state
marriages, divorces. Repeat the whole state marriages and Divorces not just
one county.
As to price: There is a Server Program called NetTalk Online Database that
is included with the software (faster than SQL or the antiquated ASP that is
on so many of the database sites). I am amazed at the individuals who think
that months of work and compiling data should be given away.
I am not aware of Dick Eastman having knowledge of gencd.com's databases. He
certainly has never used them as Global Data has never sold to him nor sent
him an evaluation copy.

From Pimmel at sloma.state.oh.us Mon Jan 24 07:06:40 2005
From: Pimmel at sloma.state.oh.us (Paul Immel)
Date: Mon Jan 24 06:47:32 2005
Subject: [Genealib] Free to good home
Message-ID: <D181C4F8C031D911A22900065BFD64AD64CB57@EXCHSRV1>
Thanks Beth!

We look forward to the books.

Much appreciated-- Paul

-----Original Message----From: Beth Oljace [mailto:boljace@and.lib.in.us]
Sent: Friday, January 21, 2005 1:31 PM
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: Fwd: [Genealib] Free to good home
They're already gone.

Thanks for the response.

Beth O!
-----Original Message----From: "Beth Oljace" <boljace@and.lib.in.us>
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Date: Fri, 21 Jan 2005 12:47:49 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] Free to good home

We received the following as donations.
but the texts are in good condition.

The covers are a bit scruffy,

Mayhill, R. Thomas. EARLY CEMETERY RECORDS OF WAYNE TOWNSHIP, HENRY
COUNTY, INDIANA. 1968
Indiana Junior Historical Society. Parkview Junior High School History
Club. HENRY COUNTY [INDIANA] CEMETERY EPITAPHS AND INSCRIPTIONS. 1973.
Evans, Nellie E.
Konrad, J.

HAMILTON COUNTY [INDIANA] CEMETERIES, V. 1 & 2.

POLISH FAMILY RESEARCH.

Summit Publications, 1977.

Beth E. Oljace
Indiana Room Librarian
Anderson Public Library
111 E. 12th St.
Anderson, IN 46016
765-641-2442
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From sgesjax1 at juno.com Mon Jan 24 14:46:02 2005
From: sgesjax1 at juno.com (Southern Genealogist's Exchange Society)
Date: Mon Jan 24 14:30:45 2005
Subject: [Genealib] Online swap
Message-ID: <20050124.144617.-312393.3.sgesjax1@juno.com>
Beth,
Are these books still available? I have books to exchange. You can
contact me off list at sgesjax1@juno.com.
Thanks,
Carla Mellott
SGES
I have:
Irish, Donna R.
Jones, Hank.
vs.)

PENNSYLVANIA GERMAN MARRIAGES.

GPC, 1982

THE PALATINE FAMILIES OF NEW YORK 1710.

HISTORY OF PIKE AND DUBOIS COUNTIES, INDIANA.
(Unigraphic Reprtin)
All are in very good condition.
Beth E. Oljace
Indiana Room Librarian
Anderson Public Library

H. Jones, 1985 (2

Goodspeed, 1885.
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From RRoberts at cslib.org Mon Jan 24 16:51:56 2005
From: RRoberts at cslib.org (Richard Roberts)
Date: Mon Jan 24 16:33:18 2005
Subject: [Genealib] New England Regional Genealogy Conference
Message-ID: <s1f527bc.098@ns2.cslib.org>
New England Regional Genealogy Conference
If you're looking for new directions in your genealogical research,
consider heading "down to Maine" to attend the 8th New England
Regional Genealogical Conference which will be held from March 31-April
3, 2005 at the Holiday Inn By The Bay in Portland Maine.
The theme of the Conference is "New England Crossroads 2005". Four
of the country's best known genealogists will be the lead speakers for
this program:
Tony Burroughs will speak on "The Six Phases of African American
Genealogy" and "The Digital Office"
Cyndi Howells will discuss "Evaluating Web Sites" and "Planting
Family: Your Family Tree Online"
Elizabeth Shown Mills' topics are "The Identity Crisis: "Right
Name, Wrong Man? Wrong Name, Right Man?" and "Finding Females:
Wives, Mothers, Daughters, Sisters & Paramours"
Craig Scott will discuss "Settled Accounts: The New England
Experience in Federal Records" and "Putting Ink on Paper: Getting
Your Genealogical Material Published"
In addition Burroughs and Mills will be the speakers at the two
Conference banquets: Burroughs on "Becoming A Better Genealogist"
and Mills on "Discovering "Forgotten People: The story behind Isle
of Canes"
More than 40 additional speakers at this three day Conference will
discuss a wide range of topics in tracks devoted to New England
Research, Ethnic Genealogy, Federal Records, Libraries and Records,
Writing and Publishing, Skills and Methodology, DNA Research and
Computers the Internet and other technical topics.
Other features of the Conference:
Special interest groups will hold mini-gatherings for anyone interested
in similar topics.
There will be a special session for First time Conference attendees.
At the "Ancestors' Road Show" participants will have the
opportunity for complimentary one-on-one consultations with experienced
professional genealogists.
They will also have the opportunity for small group "power lunches"
with the lead speakers and other nationally known genealogists.

Genealogical Societies from all over New England will be in attendance,
offering information about their resources and specialties.
Exhibitors from all over the U.S. and Canada will offer genealogical
products and services.
The New England Regional Genealogical Conference was formed twenty
years ago to bring cutting edge genealogical education within the reach
of New England genealogists. Since its founding, NERGC has produced
seven conferences in every state in New England. The most recent
conference, held in Falmouth MA in November 2003, was attended by over
500 genealogists from more than twenty states.
The 2005 Conference will be held at the award winning Holiday Inn By
the Bay in Portland Maine which offers views of Casco Bay and convenient
access to the Old Port's shops, galleries and restaurants where great
lobster dinners are never out of season.
For more information on the Conference and program schedule visit the
NERGC site at www.NERGC.org or call 609-924-9742. Information on
visiting the Portland, Maine area can be found at About Portland Maine,
http://portlandme.about.com

Richard C. Roberts
Unit Head
History and Genealogy Unit
Connecticut State Library
231 Capitol Ave.
Hartford, CT 06106-1537
(860) 757-6580
FAX (860) 757-6677
http://www.cslib.org/handg.htm
From bettybarcode at yahoo.com Mon Jan 24 21:16:36 2005
From: bettybarcode at yahoo.com (Cynthia Van Ness)
Date: Mon Jan 24 20:58:24 2005
Subject: [Genealib] Re: Genealogy Online Databases for Libraries
In-Reply-To: <20050124170305.29BF95C6FD@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <20050125021637.58690.qmail@web30709.mail.mud.yahoo.com>
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Message: 1
Date: Sun, 23 Jan 2005 15:18:26 -0700
From: "softrev" <softrev@infowest.com>
Subject: [Genealib]
RE: Re: Genealogy Online Databases for
Libraries
(Naukam, Larry)
To: <genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <000f01c50199$7619e600$0600a8c0@SERVER2>
Content-Type: text/plain;
charset="Windows-1252"
This is in response to Mr.

Larry Naukam's email.

The mere fact that the pages contains bizarre
capitalization's - usually a sign
of a foreigner or a (ahem) non-librarian.

>
>
>
>
>

No Mr. Naukam, we are as American as you are and if bizarre
capitalization's
appear it may be that you are not aware of advertising and the
fonts and methods used.

Yup, GenCDs are definitely produced by Americans, as evidenced
by the apostrophization of a plural ("capitalization's"). A
Brit or Australian would never insert that incorrect apostrophe.
It is an annoying new Americanism.
The apostrophe is used in very few plural forms, only after
letters and digits:
http://www.editfast.com/english/grammar/apostrophes/apostrophe_plurals.htm

=====
*:-.,_,.-:*'``'*:-.,_,.-:*'``'*:-.,_,.-:*'``'*:-.,_,.-:**:-.,_,.-*
Cynthia Van Ness, MLS, bettybarcode AT yahoo DOT com
www.buffaloresearch.com
"My heart is moved by all I cannot save:
So much has been destroyed
I have to cast my lot with those
who, age after age, perversely, with no extraordinary
power, reconstitute the world." -Adrienne Rich
From jbrannan at uwa.edu Tue Jan 25 10:00:19 2005
From: jbrannan at uwa.edu (Brannan, Joyce A.)
Date: Tue Jan 25 09:42:10 2005
Subject: [Genealib] Re: Genealogy Online Databases for Libraries
Message-ID: <C378D85A5E3E6C49B2AE5D1187E5D2264A59B1@phosphorus.uwa.edu>
If I read Mr. Naukam's email correctly, he is not complaining about
capitalizations, but rather the incorrect use of the apostrophe. He is
correct. There should not be an apostrophe between the n and the s
unless we are talking about something belonging to a capitalization.
This is a common error, but it is an error no matter who might be using
it.
I refer everyone to the marvelous little best seller from Britain by
Lynne Truss, Eats, Shoots & Leaves.
Joyce Adams Brannan
Technical Services Librarian
University of West Alabama
Livingston, AL 35470
205-652-3677

-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Cynthia Van
Ness
Sent: Monday, January 24, 2005 8:17 PM
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] Re: Genealogy Online Databases for Libraries
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Message: 1
Date: Sun, 23 Jan 2005 15:18:26 -0700
From: "softrev" <softrev@infowest.com>
Subject: [Genealib]
RE: Re: Genealogy Online Databases for
Libraries
(Naukam, Larry)
To: <genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <000f01c50199$7619e600$0600a8c0@SERVER2>
Content-Type: text/plain;
charset="Windows-1252"
This is in response to Mr.

Larry Naukam's email.

The mere fact that the pages contains bizarre capitalization's usually a sign of a foreigner or a (ahem) non-librarian.
No Mr. Naukam, we are as American as you are and if bizarre
capitalization's appear it may be that you are not aware of
advertising and the fonts and methods used.

Yup, GenCDs are definitely produced by Americans, as evidenced by the
apostrophization of a plural ("capitalization's"). A Brit or Australian
would never insert that incorrect apostrophe. It is an annoying new
Americanism.
The apostrophe is used in very few plural forms, only after letters and
digits:
http://www.editfast.com/english/grammar/apostrophes/apostrophe_plurals.h
tm

=====
*:-.,_,.-:*'``'*:-.,_,.-:*'``'*:-.,_,.-:*'``'*:-.,_,.-:**:-.,_,.-*
Cynthia Van Ness, MLS, bettybarcode AT yahoo DOT com
www.buffaloresearch.com
"My heart is moved by all I cannot save:
So much has been destroyed
I have to cast my lot with those
who, age after age, perversely, with no extraordinary
power, reconstitute the world." -Adrienne Rich
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From nbrewste at wvls.lib.wi.us Tue Jan 25 10:34:02 2005
From: nbrewste at wvls.lib.wi.us (Nancy Brewster)
Date: Tue Jan 25 10:17:15 2005
Subject: [Genealib] Passenger list question
Message-ID: <005701c502f3$4c453680$46171bac@LOWERLEVEL1>
Good morning, everyone. I'm president of our local genealogical society and at our
meeting yesterday, a member asked why someone would be crossed off a ship's
passenger list. We had a few possible suggestions, some serious (not granted
entrance to country, decided not to make the trip) and some not so serious (jumped
off the ship). I thought that I would pose the question to the group. Has anyone

else come across this situation? Our member said that the person did emigrate to
this country. Thanks you for your help.
Nancy Brewster
Assistant Director/Technical Services
Edward U Demmer Memorial Library
6961 W School Street
PO Box 760
Three Lakes WI 54562
nbrewste@wvls.lib.wi.us
(715) 546-3391
(715) 546-2930

Library
Fax

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://lists.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20050125/8fa1f1b9/
attachment.htm
From rsullivan at sals.edu Tue Jan 25 11:10:30 2005
From: rsullivan at sals.edu (Robert Sullivan)
Date: Tue Jan 25 10:50:31 2005
Subject: [Genealib] Re: Genealogy Online Databases for Libraries
References: <C378D85A5E3E6C49B2AE5D1187E5D2264A59B1@phosphorus.uwa.edu>
Message-ID: <000801c502f8$665e2cc0$2001040a@Colossus>
>If I read Mr. Naukam's email correctly, he is not complaining about
capitalizations, but rather the incorrect use of the apostrophe. He is
correct.
Larry's quite capable of defending himself, but I believe that rather
than casually mocking someone else's wobbly grammar (always a risky
business), he was in fact making the point that the sentence fragments,
nonstandard capitalization etc. on the cited page:
<http://www.gencd.com/Pindex2.htm>
are reminiscent of the fractured-English spam generated by some con
artists for whom English is not their primary language. While it may
not be fair, this appearance could affect purchasing decisions for some.
As for: "if bizarre capitalization's appear it may be that you are not
aware of advertising and the fonts and methods used." - while eccentric
spelling and intraword capitalization are common in computer hardware
and software trademarks (as Larry would be well aware), there is no
marketing requirement that requires ad copy be issued without editorial
oversight.
Bob Sullivan <rsullivan@sals.edu>
Schenectady County Public Library (NY)
Schenectady Digital History Archive
<http://www.schenectadyhistory.org/>

<http://www.scpl.org/>

From daisygambel at msn.com Tue Jan 25 11:30:51 2005
From: daisygambel at msn.com (Melanie J.)
Date: Tue Jan 25 11:12:49 2005
Subject: [Genealib] Passenger list question
In-Reply-To: <005701c502f3$4c453680$46171bac@LOWERLEVEL1>
Message-ID: <BAY11-F23D2F7F7AEB7653B9B3220A3860@phx.gbl>

Hello.
The JewishGen web site has a source that could be helpful.
different manifest markings.

It describes

If you visit the page for "Left Margin", you will find where they describe
the crossing out of a name in the manifest.
Usually, it means that they were not on board the ship. However,
it could just be that the person's name was written on the wrong
the person was a second class passenger and they had written the
name on the 1st class passenger page they would cross it out and
it on the correct page.

sometimes
page. If
person's
then write

I would suggest that the member search the whole ship passenger list and see
if the person's name is written twice.
Here is the JewishGen web site's address:
http://www.jewishgen.org/InfoFiles/Manifests/natlty/

Regards,
Melanie Karvoski, M.B.A
Ancestral Branches
Web: http://www.ancestralbranches.com

>From: "Nancy Brewster" <nbrewste@wvls.lib.wi.us>
>Reply-To: Librarians Serving Genealogists <genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
>To: "Librarians Serving Genealogists" <genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
>Subject: [Genealib] Passenger list question
>Date: Tue, 25 Jan 2005 09:34:02 -0600
>
>Good morning, everyone. I'm president of our local genealogical society and
>at our meeting yesterday, a member asked why someone would be crossed off a
>ship's passenger list. We had a few possible suggestions, some serious (not
>granted entrance to country, decided not to make the trip) and some not so
>serious (jumped off the ship). I thought that I would pose the question to
>the group. Has anyone else come across this situation? Our member said that
>the person did emigrate to this country. Thanks you for your help.
>
>Nancy Brewster
>Assistant Director/Technical Services
>Edward U Demmer Memorial Library
>6961 W School Street
>PO Box 760
>Three Lakes WI 54562
>
>nbrewste@wvls.lib.wi.us
>
>(715) 546-3391 Library
>(715) 546-2930 Fax
>

>_______________________________________________
>genealib mailing list
>genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
>http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
From LNaukam at libraryweb.org Tue Jan 25 13:31:19 2005
From: LNaukam at libraryweb.org (Naukam, Larry)
Date: Tue Jan 25 13:10:35 2005
Subject: [Genealib] Genealogy Online Databases for Libraries,
punctuation et al.
Message-ID: <895AE3C5B9D03345BDBE30C250067362C9D77A@rpl05.rpl.org>
Thanks to all who took a stand for proper usage. The point of my reply
was that appearances count.
We here at our library have done and are doing online and CD format
databases, which we hope will be useful to our users. And we are
severely design challenged! We have no quibble whatsoever with people
making commercial databases - God bless, and go get rich.
But
and
few
off

as librarians we expect to see scope notes, what is included, where,
why. We try to do this for our own productions. And sure, we make a
bucks selling local information. We couldn't possible make a living
it.

I hope that producers of data are successful with their products - we
all benefit. As librarians, we need to justify purchases and so notes of
what is included help to do this. Truth be told, I think many librarians
actually read copy, and are not swayed by design issues and
presentations, as the general public may be.
This, of course, coming from a man who has a fifteen year history of
running his mouth in print about computerized improvements to research
techniques (fie upon you, Google group/news search!).
LN
-------------- next part -------------A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: not available
Type: application/ms-tnef
Size: 2789 bytes
Desc: not available
Url : http://lists.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20050125/1761f84c/
attachment.bin
From softrev at infowest.com Tue Jan 25 13:44:18 2005
From: softrev at infowest.com (softrev)
Date: Tue Jan 25 13:58:19 2005
Subject: [Genealib] Re: Punctuation and a bit of verbal mischief
References: <20050125170005.6087E5C71C@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <000c01c5030d$e0caea60$0600a8c0@SERVER2>
I admit it was a bit of verbal sarcasm to copy Mr. Larry Naukam's misuse of
the punctuation but I could not resist. He probably typed it in a hurry and
typing mistakes happen and I am sure he knows the difference.

His Jan. 22nd post is listed below:

I just took a look at it, and it is similar to a site I saw a while ago
which had ridiculously unalphabetized, disorganized lists of data
already available for free, for a "fee" of 50 dollars. Dick Eastman
wrote about that.
I am --NOT-- accusing this GenCD site of being not on the up and up.
What I --am-- saying it when I click on a button NY births and deaths
1800-1992, I got a sub page with only a list of New York, New
Jersey,Pennsylvania Marriages, 1758- 1891; that doesn't agree. The mere
fact that the pages contains bizarre capitalization's - usually a sign
of a foreigner or a (ahem) non-librarian.
I wouldn't pay 10 dollars for this, let alone 4500. As an acquisitions
librarian for 20 years before I came back to public service, I have
antennae that I trust.
----- Original Message ----From: <genealib-request@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
To: <genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Sent: Tuesday, January 25, 2005 10:00 AM
Subject: genealib Digest, Vol 16, Issue 22
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Message: 3
Date: Mon, 24 Jan 2005 18:16:36 -0800 (PST)
From: Cynthia Van Ness <bettybarcode@yahoo.com>
Subject: [Genealib] Re: Genealogy Online Databases for Libraries
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Message-ID: <20050125021637.58690.qmail@web30709.mail.mud.yahoo.com>
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Message: 1
Date: Sun, 23 Jan 2005 15:18:26 -0700
From: "softrev" <softrev@infowest.com>
Subject: [Genealib] RE: Re: Genealogy Online Databases for
Libraries
(Naukam, Larry)
To: <genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <000f01c50199$7619e600$0600a8c0@SERVER2>
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="Windows-1252"
This is in response to Mr.

Larry Naukam's email.

The mere fact that the pages contains bizarre
capitalization's - usually a sign
of a foreigner or a (ahem) non-librarian.
No Mr. Naukam, we are as American as you are and if bizarre
capitalization's
appear it may be that you are not aware of advertising and the
fonts and methods used.

Yup, GenCDs are definitely produced by Americans, as evidenced
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>
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>
>
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>
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by the apostrophization of a plural ("capitalization's"). A
Brit or Australian would never insert that incorrect apostrophe.
It is an annoying new Americanism.
The apostrophe is used in very few plural forms, only after
letters and digits:
http://www.editfast.com/english/grammar/apostrophes/apostrophe_plurals.htm

=====
*:-.,_,.-:*'``'*:-.,_,.-:*'``'*:-.,_,.-:*'``'*:-.,_,.-:**:-.,_,.-*
Cynthia Van Ness, MLS, bettybarcode AT yahoo DOT com
www.buffaloresearch.com
"My heart is moved by all I cannot save:
So much has been destroyed
I have to cast my lot with those
who, age after age, perversely, with no extraordinary
power, reconstitute the world." -Adrienne Rich
-----------------------------Message: 4
Date: Tue, 25 Jan 2005 09:00:19 -0600
From: "Brannan, Joyce A." <jbrannan@uwa.edu>
Subject: RE: [Genealib] Re: Genealogy Online Databases for Libraries
To: "Librarians Serving Genealogists" <genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID:
<C378D85A5E3E6C49B2AE5D1187E5D2264A59B1@phosphorus.uwa.edu>
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="us-ascii"
If I read Mr. Naukam's email correctly, he is not complaining about
capitalizations, but rather the incorrect use of the apostrophe. He is
correct. There should not be an apostrophe between the n and the s
unless we are talking about something belonging to a capitalization.
This is a common error, but it is an error no matter who might be using
it.
I refer everyone to the marvelous little best seller from Britain by
Lynne Truss, Eats, Shoots & Leaves.
Joyce Adams Brannan
Technical Services Librarian
University of West Alabama
Livingston, AL 35470
205-652-3677

-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Cynthia Van
Ness
Sent: Monday, January 24, 2005 8:17 PM
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] Re: Genealogy Online Databases for Libraries
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Message: 1
Date: Sun, 23 Jan 2005 15:18:26 -0700
From: "softrev" <softrev@infowest.com>
Subject: [Genealib] RE: Re: Genealogy Online Databases for
Libraries
(Naukam, Larry)
To: <genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <000f01c50199$7619e600$0600a8c0@SERVER2>
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="Windows-1252"
This is in response to Mr.

Larry Naukam's email.

The mere fact that the pages contains bizarre capitalization's usually a sign of a foreigner or a (ahem) non-librarian.
No Mr. Naukam, we are as American as you are and if bizarre
capitalization's appear it may be that you are not aware of
advertising and the fonts and methods used.

Yup, GenCDs are definitely produced by Americans, as evidenced by the
apostrophization of a plural ("capitalization's"). A Brit or Australian
would never insert that incorrect apostrophe. It is an annoying new
Americanism.
The apostrophe is used in very few plural forms, only after letters and
digits:
http://www.editfast.com/english/grammar/apostrophes/apostrophe_plurals.h
tm

=====
*:-.,_,.-:*'``'*:-.,_,.-:*'``'*:-.,_,.-:*'``'*:-.,_,.-:**:-.,_,.-*
Cynthia Van Ness, MLS, bettybarcode AT yahoo DOT com
www.buffaloresearch.com
"My heart is moved by all I cannot save:
So much has been destroyed
I have to cast my lot with those
who, age after age, perversely, with no extraordinary
power, reconstitute the world." -Adrienne Rich
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
-----------------------------Message: 5
Date: Tue, 25 Jan 2005 09:34:02 -0600
From: "Nancy Brewster" <nbrewste@wvls.lib.wi.us>
Subject: [Genealib] Passenger list question
To: "Librarians Serving Genealogists" <genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <005701c502f3$4c453680$46171bac@LOWERLEVEL1>
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="iso-8859-1"

>
> Good morning, everyone. I'm president of our local genealogical society
and at our meeting yesterday, a member asked why someone would be crossed
off a ship's passenger list. We had a few possible suggestions, some serious
(not granted entrance to country, decided not to make the trip) and some not
so serious (jumped off the ship). I thought that I would pose the question
to the group. Has anyone else come across this situation? Our member said
that the person did emigrate to this country. Thanks you for your help.
>
> Nancy Brewster
> Assistant Director/Technical Services
> Edward U Demmer Memorial Library
> 6961 W School Street
> PO Box 760
> Three Lakes WI 54562
>
> nbrewste@wvls.lib.wi.us
>
> (715) 546-3391 Library
> (715) 546-2930 Fax
>
> -------------- next part -------------> An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
> URL:
http://lists.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20050125/8fa1f1b9/
attachment-0001.htm
>
> ----------------------------->
> Message: 6
> Date: Tue, 25 Jan 2005 11:10:30 -0500
> From: "Robert Sullivan" <rsullivan@sals.edu>
> Subject: Re: [Genealib] Re: Genealogy Online Databases for Libraries
> To: "Librarians Serving Genealogists" <genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
> Message-ID: <000801c502f8$665e2cc0$2001040a@Colossus>
> Content-Type: text/plain; charset="iso-8859-1"
>
> >If I read Mr. Naukam's email correctly, he is not complaining about
> capitalizations, but rather the incorrect use of the apostrophe. He is
> correct.
>
> Larry's quite capable of defending himself, but I believe that rather
> than casually mocking someone else's wobbly grammar (always a risky
> business), he was in fact making the point that the sentence fragments,
> nonstandard capitalization etc. on the cited page:
>
> <http://www.gencd.com/Pindex2.htm>
>
> are reminiscent of the fractured-English spam generated by some con
> artists for whom English is not their primary language. While it may
> not be fair, this appearance could affect purchasing decisions for some.
>
> As for: "if bizarre capitalization's appear it may be that you are not
> aware of advertising and the fonts and methods used." - while eccentric
> spelling and intraword capitalization are common in computer hardware
> and software trademarks (as Larry would be well aware), there is no
> marketing requirement that requires ad copy be issued without editorial
> oversight.
>

> Bob Sullivan <rsullivan@sals.edu>
> Schenectady County Public Library (NY) <http://www.scpl.org/>
> Schenectady Digital History Archive
> <http://www.schenectadyhistory.org/>
>
>
>
> ----------------------------->
> Message: 7
> Date: Tue, 25 Jan 2005 11:30:51 -0500
> From: "Melanie J." <daisygambel@msn.com>
> Subject: RE: [Genealib] Passenger list question
> To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> Message-ID: <BAY11-F23D2F7F7AEB7653B9B3220A3860@phx.gbl>
> Content-Type: text/plain; format=flowed
>
> Hello.
>
> The JewishGen web site has a source that could be helpful. It describes
> different manifest markings.
>
> If you visit the page for "Left Margin", you will find where they describe
> the crossing out of a name in the manifest.
>
> Usually, it means that they were not on board the ship. However, sometimes
> it could just be that the person's name was written on the wrong page. If
> the person was a second class passenger and they had written the person's
> name on the 1st class passenger page they would cross it out and then
write
> it on the correct page.
>
> I would suggest that the member search the whole ship passenger list and
see
> if the person's name is written twice.
>
> Here is the JewishGen web site's address:
>
> http://www.jewishgen.org/InfoFiles/Manifests/natlty/
>
>
>
>
> Regards,
> Melanie Karvoski, M.B.A
> Ancestral Branches
> Web: http://www.ancestralbranches.com
>
>
>
>
> >From: "Nancy Brewster" <nbrewste@wvls.lib.wi.us>
> >Reply-To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
<genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
> >To: "Librarians Serving Genealogists" <genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
> >Subject: [Genealib] Passenger list question
> >Date: Tue, 25 Jan 2005 09:34:02 -0600
> >
> >Good morning, everyone. I'm president of our local genealogical society

and
> >at our meeting yesterday, a member asked why someone would be crossed off
a
> >ship's passenger list. We had a few possible suggestions, some serious
(not
> >granted entrance to country, decided not to make the trip) and some not
so
> >serious (jumped off the ship). I thought that I would pose the question
to
> >the group. Has anyone else come across this situation? Our member said
that
> >the person did emigrate to this country. Thanks you for your help.
> >
> >Nancy Brewster
> >Assistant Director/Technical Services
> >Edward U Demmer Memorial Library
> >6961 W School Street
> >PO Box 760
> >Three Lakes WI 54562
> >
> >nbrewste@wvls.lib.wi.us
> >
> >(715) 546-3391 Library
> >(715) 546-2930 Fax
> >
> >_______________________________________________
> >genealib mailing list
> >genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> >http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>
>
>
>
> ----------------------------->
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>
> End of genealib Digest, Vol 16, Issue 22
> ****************************************
>
>
From BKiersh at coj.net Tue Jan 25 15:56:23 2005
From: BKiersh at coj.net (Barbara Kiersh)
Date: Tue Jan 25 15:38:19 2005
Subject: [Genealib] Passenger list question
Message-ID: <s1f66c31.021@mail.itd.ci.jax.fl.us>
Hello everyone,
I've personally run across this situation with my family. I found the
man on the Ellis Island site twice. When I looked at the first
manifest, his name was crossed off. On the second manifest, it shows
that he boarded and arrived at EI. He had changed ships for some
reason, and instead of taking the earlier passage, took a later one.

There are many reasons for someone being crossed off the manifest. If
he wasn't allowed in the country, his name would still be on the
manifest, and there would be some sort of notation that he was denied
entry. The passenger possibly sailed later, changed ships, died before
the ship sailed - any number of possiblilities.
Barbara Kiersh
Genealogy Dept.
Jacksonville (FL) PL
>>> nbrewste@wvls.lib.wi.us 01/25/05 10:34 AM >>>
Good morning, everyone. I'm president of our local genealogical society
and at our meeting yesterday, a member asked why someone would be
crossed off a ship's passenger list. We had a few possible suggestions,
some serious (not granted entrance to country, decided not to make the
trip) and some not so serious (jumped off the ship). I thought that I
would pose the question to the group. Has anyone else come across this
situation? Our member said that the person did emigrate to this country.
Thanks you for your help.
Nancy Brewster
Assistant Director/Technical Services
Edward U Demmer Memorial Library
6961 W School Street
PO Box 760
Three Lakes WI 54562
nbrewste@wvls.lib.wi.us
(715) 546-3391
(715) 546-2930

Library
Fax

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://lists.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20050125/174dcecb/
attachment.htm
From grrorela71 at sbcglobal.net Tue Jan 25 21:09:25 2005
From: grrorela71 at sbcglobal.net (Rebecca Rose)
Date: Tue Jan 25 20:51:11 2005
Subject: [Genealib] New Kansas Publication
Message-ID: <20050126020925.13030.qmail@web80312.mail.yahoo.com>
PIONEERS OF RILEY COUNTY KANSAS, 1853-1860
130 biographies of pioneers settling in the area between 1853-1860
Includes list of 1850s pioneers in PIONEERS OF THE BLUESTEM PRAIRIE, the
1976 RCGS publication
Includes five censuses or voter registry lists of the period
Researched by 37 RCGS members, Bibliography contains 545 sources
162 pages, soft-bound cover, full-name index, photos, colored maps, histories
$25.00 plus $3.75 (15%) shipping & handling, plus any applicable taxes
Riley County Genealogical Society, 2005 Claflin Rd, Manhattan KS 66502-3415
website - http://www.rileycgs.com
email - rcgs03@cox.net
phone - 785-565-6495

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://lists.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20050125/c33b208a/
attachment.htm
From eggers at flinthills.com Wed Jan 26 09:14:02 2005
From: eggers at flinthills.com (Glee and Raleigh Eggers)
Date: Wed Jan 26 08:50:52 2005
Subject: [Genealib] New Kansas Publication
References: <20050126020925.13030.qmail@web80312.mail.yahoo.com>
Message-ID: <001601c503b1$4d823200$a25e7d41@eggers>
Hi Rebecca, I saw your listing on Genealib. It will be interesting to see what
comes of that. Do you have any feel for how sales are going?
Also saw your cry for a meeting. Are the donations piling up? It really is
amazing how much stuff comes in.
Our company left Mon. They had been here for nine days. I was terrified when
I heard how long they were staying, but it was great. They were easy and fun. My
sister in law has just gotten into genealogy and is starting a class in a couple of
weeks. So, whenever we had free time, she was on ancestry or Heritage Quest. I
asked her to send me an outline of the course.
My thought has been that we should
offer a series of classes on a regular basis and announce them to our membership
via email and in the paper. As it is now, people really don't know unless they
happen in and see the clipboard. Well, it's something to think about.
Hear you all are having quite a winter. Sorry to have missed it. Glee
----- Original Message ----From: Rebecca Rose
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Sent: Tuesday, January 25, 2005 8:09 PM
Subject: [Genealib] New Kansas Publication

PIONEERS OF RILEY COUNTY KANSAS, 1853-1860
130 biographies of pioneers settling in the area between 1853-1860
Includes list of 1850s pioneers in PIONEERS OF THE BLUESTEM PRAIRIE, the
1976 RCGS publication
Includes five censuses or voter registry lists of the period
Researched by 37 RCGS members, Bibliography contains 545 sources
162 pages, soft-bound cover, full-name index, photos, colored maps, histories
$25.00 plus $3.75 (15%) shipping & handling, plus any applicable taxes
Riley County Genealogical Society, 2005 Claflin Rd, Manhattan KS 66502-3415
website - http://www.rileycgs.com
email - rcgs03@cox.net
phone - 785-565-6495
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://lists.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20050126/101cf37c/
attachment.htm
From tluscombe at mckinneytexas.org Wed Jan 26 20:30:59 2005

From: tluscombe at mckinneytexas.org (Tracy Luscombe)
Date: Wed Jan 26 20:12:47 2005
Subject: [Genealib] Konig Reich, Barehen Germany
Message-ID: <7A24704D4F52D1448B44D1199909095B5CCD28@mckex1.ds.mckinneytexas.org>
One of my patrons has determined a relative was born here in 1867. I can't find
where in Germany this is located. I tried Google search with no results for the 3
words in the same search. If I just search Konig Reich I get hits but they are in
German, which I don't read. Same with a search just for Barehen. I've looked at the
book German Maps and Facts for Genealogy by Wendy K. Uncapher and Linda M. Herrick,
as well as In Search of Your German Roots by Angus Baxter. Neither mention these
locations.
Anybody know anything about this place?
Tracy E. Luscombe
Genealogy Librarian
McKinney Memorial Public Library
101 E. Hunt Street
McKinney, TX 75409
972-547-7343
tluscombe@mckinneytexas.org
-------------- next part -------------The material in this e-mail is intended only for the use of the individual to whom
it is addressed and may contain information that is confidential, privileged, and
exempt from disclosure under applicable law. If you are not the intended recipient,
be advised that the unauthorized review, use, disclosure, duplication,
distribution, or the taking of any action in reliance on this information is
strictly prohibited. If you have received this e-mail in error, please notify the
sender by return email and destroy all electronic and paper copies of the original
message and any attachments immediately. Please note that neither City of McKinney
nor the sender accepts any responsibility for viruses and it is your responsibility
to scan attachments (if any). Thank You.
From dlitzer at scls.lib.wi.us Wed Jan 26 21:33:45 2005
From: dlitzer at scls.lib.wi.us (Don Litzer)
Date: Wed Jan 26 21:15:08 2005
Subject: [Genealib] Konig Reich, Barehen Germany
In-Reply-To: <7A24704D4F52D1448B44D1199909095B5CCD28@mckex1.ds.mckinneyt
exas.org>
References: <7A24704D4F52D1448B44D1199909095B5CCD28@mckex1.ds.mckinneytexas.org>
Message-ID: <6.1.2.0.1.20050126201919.0260b570@mail.scls.lib.wi.us>
Tracy,
"K"onigreich" is simply the German word for "Kingdom" and would be useful,
to the degree of what follows that designation, to say what country he/she
came from.
The Uncapher/Herrick and Baxter books, which are quite useful in their own
ways, are, however, unsatisfactory as gazetteers. To perform that function
in our library, we own a copy of Meyers Orts und Verhehrs Lexicon (with
Dearden's guide to using it), as well as several of the Euro Atlas/American
Map 1:300,000 scale atlases (for current names and locations) as well as
the full Atlantic Bridge to Germany set (generally good gazetteers, lousy
maps, and often dated). "Barehen" doesn't show up at all in the Meyers
Orts book.
This is a bit of a stretch, but my best guess is that what the patron's
source has is a marginally legible and/or badly spelled and/or misread (is

it handwritten in script?) rendition of "K"onigreich Bayern"--Bavaria. To
go any further, I'd need to interview your patron as to the origin and
provenance of his/her source. This is, however, just a guess. Good luck!
At 07:30 PM 1/26/2005, you wrote:
>One of my patrons has determined a relative was born here in 1867. I can't
>find where in Germany this is located. I tried Google search with no
>results for the 3 words in the same search. If I just search Konig Reich I
>get hits but they are in German, which I don't read. Same with a search
>just for Barehen. I've looked at the book German Maps and Facts for
>Genealogy by Wendy K. Uncapher and Linda M. Herrick, as well as In Search
>of Your German Roots by Angus Baxter. Neither mention these locations.
>
>Anybody know anything about this place?
>
>Tracy E. Luscombe
>Genealogy Librarian
>McKinney Memorial Public Library
>101 E. Hunt Street
>McKinney, TX 75409
>972-547-7343
>tluscombe@mckinneytexas.org
>The material in this e-mail is intended only for the use of the individual
>to whom it is addressed and may contain information that is confidential,
>privileged, and exempt from disclosure under applicable law. If you are
>not the intended recipient, be advised that the unauthorized review, use,
>disclosure, duplication, distribution, or the taking of any action in
>reliance on this information is strictly prohibited. If you have received
>this e-mail in error, please notify the sender by return email and destroy
>all electronic and paper copies of the original message and any
>attachments immediately. Please note that neither City of McKinney nor
>the sender accepts any responsibility for viruses and it is your
>responsibility to scan attachments (if any). Thank You.
>_______________________________________________
>genealib mailing list
>genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
>http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
Don Litzer
Head of Adult Services
McMillan Memorial Library
490 E. Grand Avenue
Wisconsin Rapids, WI 54494
(715) 423-1040
"Happiness = Reality - Expectations"
From drewsmithusf at aol.com Wed Jan 26 21:49:53 2005
From: drewsmithusf at aol.com (Drew Smith)
Date: Wed Jan 26 21:31:38 2005
Subject: [Genealib] Konig Reich, Barehen Germany
In-Reply-To: <7A24704D4F52D1448B44D1199909095B5CCD28@mckex1.ds.mckinneytexas.org>
Message-ID: <15d.4916a53e.2f29b0d1@aol.com>
The following question and answer may be helpful:
http://archiver.rootsweb.com/th/read/GERMAN-KINGDOMS/1999-08/0935206239

http://archiver.rootsweb.com/th/read/GERMAN-KINGDOMS/1999-08/0935233337
Drew
Andrew M. "Drew" Smith
Instructor, School of Library and Information Science
College of Arts and Sciences, University of South Florida, Tampa
drewsmithusf@aol.com
work: (813) 974-6849
cell: (813) 263-2028
-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Tracy Luscombe
Sent: Wednesday, January 26, 2005 8:31 PM
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] Konig Reich, Barehen Germany
One of my patrons has determined a relative was born here in 1867. I can't
find where in Germany this is located. I tried Google search with no results
for the 3 words in the same search. If I just search Konig Reich I get hits
but they are in German, which I don't read. Same with a search just for
Barehen. I've looked at the book German Maps and Facts for Genealogy by
Wendy K. Uncapher and Linda M. Herrick, as well as In Search of Your German
Roots by Angus Baxter. Neither mention these locations.
Anybody know anything about this place?
Tracy E. Luscombe
Genealogy Librarian
McKinney Memorial Public Library
101 E. Hunt Street
McKinney, TX 75409
972-547-7343
tluscombe@mckinneytexas.org
From wpwolfe at qwest.net Wed Jan 26 21:51:08 2005
From: wpwolfe at qwest.net (William Wolfe)
Date: Wed Jan 26 21:32:49 2005
Subject: [Genealib] Konig Reich, Barehen Germany
References: <7A24704D4F52D1448B44D1199909095B5CCD28@mckex1.ds.mckinneytexas.org>
Message-ID: <003401c5041b$0df2a100$0d01a8c0@qwest.net>
Tracy,
Are you sure the words "Konig" and "Reich" are separated? The word "Konig"
means "king" when used by itself. The word "Reich" compounded with "Konig"
means "empire", "realm", "kingdom" or an equivalent word. So it may be you
are looking for the "Kingdom of Barehen". In 1867 this kingdom most likely
was a small independent German state among many prior to the German
Unification. You may help your patron by finding a map of Germany dated
prior to 1870. I am not familiar with a kingdom by the name of Barehen and I
do not have a map immediately at hand to search for you. I am sure you will
receive a response from someone who knows or has a good source for you.
Sorry for such a long answer to a simple question. As you might know, we of
German ancestry always have long answers due to our compounded words.
Good Luck on Your Search
Bill Wolfe

----- Original Message ----From: "Tracy Luscombe" <tluscombe@mckinneytexas.org>
To: <genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Sent: Wednesday, January 26, 2005 6:30 PM
Subject: [Genealib] Konig Reich, Barehen Germany
One of my patrons has determined a relative was born here in 1867. I can't
find where in Germany this is located. I tried Google search with no results
for the 3 words in the same search. If I just search Konig Reich I get hits
but they are in German, which I don't read. Same with a search just for
Barehen. I've looked at the book German Maps and Facts for Genealogy by
Wendy K. Uncapher and Linda M. Herrick, as well as In Search of Your German
Roots by Angus Baxter. Neither mention these locations.
Anybody know anything about this place?
Tracy E. Luscombe
Genealogy Librarian
McKinney Memorial Public Library
101 E. Hunt Street
McKinney, TX 75409
972-547-7343
tluscombe@mckinneytexas.org

------------------------------------------------------------------------------->
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

The material in this e-mail is intended only for the use of the individual
to whom it is addressed and may contain information that is confidential,
privileged, and exempt from disclosure under applicable law. If you are
not the intended recipient, be advised that the unauthorized review, use,
disclosure, duplication, distribution, or the taking of any action in
reliance on this information is strictly prohibited. If you have received
this e-mail in error, please notify the sender by return email and destroy
all electronic and paper copies of the original message and any
attachments immediately. Please note that neither City of McKinney nor
the sender accepts any responsibility for viruses and it is your
responsibility to scan attachments (if any). Thank You.

------------------------------------------------------------------------------->
>
>
>

_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib

From MMMartin1 at aol.com Thu Jan 27 09:53:00 2005
From: MMMartin1 at aol.com (MMMartin1@aol.com)
Date: Thu Jan 27 09:34:49 2005
Subject: [Genealib] Konig Reich, Barehen Germany
Message-ID: <11.3d99496a.2f2a5a4c@aol.com>
I would first wonder if the Barehen was a the pronounciation of

Bayern/Baveria. Then I would go to the gazeteer Meyers Orts to look for a the
name.
Mary Margaret Martin, LIS Student
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://lists.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20050127/a2a59d54/
attachment.htm
From rbixby at statelib.lib.in.us Thu Jan 27 09:53:28 2005
From: rbixby at statelib.lib.in.us (Randy Bixby)
Date: Thu Jan 27 09:35:08 2005
Subject: [Genealib] Randolph County, Arkansas, 1870
Message-ID: <41F90068.6090002@statelib.lib.in.us>
A patron has contacted the Indiana State Library asking if there are
missing townships in the 1870 Federal Census of Randolph County,
Arkansas. It appears that only four townships have been microfilmed and
indexed. I didn't find any mention of missing townships in the Guide to
Genealogical Research in the National Archives or other sources.
Has anyone else encountered this gap?
Randy Bixby, Reference Librarian
Genealogy Division, Indiana State Library
From tluscombe at mckinneytexas.org Thu Jan 27 09:55:20 2005
From: tluscombe at mckinneytexas.org (Tracy Luscombe)
Date: Thu Jan 27 09:37:06 2005
Subject: [Genealib] Konig Reich, Beheren, Germany - thanks
Message-ID: <7A24704D4F52D1448B44D1199909095B5CCD2A@mckex1.ds.mckinneytexas.org>
Thanks to everyone for their replies on this quest.
patron.

I will pass them on to my

Tracy E. Luscombe
Genealogy Librarian
McKinney Memorial Public Library
101 E. Hunt Street
McKinney, TX 75069
972-547-7343
tluscombe@mckinneytexas.org
-------------- next part -------------The material in this e-mail is intended only for the use of the individual to whom
it is addressed and may contain information that is confidential, privileged, and
exempt from disclosure under applicable law. If you are not the intended recipient,
be advised that the unauthorized review, use, disclosure, duplication,
distribution, or the taking of any action in reliance on this information is
strictly prohibited. If you have received this e-mail in error, please notify the
sender by return email and destroy all electronic and paper copies of the original
message and any attachments immediately. Please note that neither City of McKinney
nor the sender accepts any responsibility for viruses and it is your responsibility
to scan attachments (if any). Thank You.
From tluscombe at mckinneytexas.org Thu Jan 27 10:27:11 2005
From: tluscombe at mckinneytexas.org (Tracy Luscombe)
Date: Thu Jan 27 10:09:10 2005
Subject: [Genealib] Konig Reich, Beheren, Germany - thanks[Scanned]
Message-ID: <00c701c50484$ac1468a0$0c01010a@palosverdes.lib.ca.us>
Thanks to everyone for their replies on this quest.
patron.

I will pass them on to my

Tracy E. Luscombe
Genealogy Librarian
McKinney Memorial Public Library
101 E. Hunt Street
McKinney, TX 75069
972-547-7343
tluscombe@mckinneytexas.org
The material in this e-mail is intended only for the use of the individual to whom
it is addressed and may contain information that is confidential, privileged, and
exempt from disclosure under applicable law. If you are not the intended recipient,
be advised that the unauthorized review, use, disclosure, duplication,
distribution, or the taking of any action in reliance on this information is
strictly prohibited. If you have received this e-mail in error, please notify the
sender by return email and destroy all electronic and paper copies of the original
message and any attachments immediately. Please note that neither City of McKinney
nor the sender accepts any responsibility for viruses and it is your responsibility
to scan attachments (if any). Thank You.
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
From MMMartin1 at aol.com Thu Jan 27 10:27:11 2005
From: MMMartin1 at aol.com (MMMartin1@aol.com)
Date: Thu Jan 27 10:09:12 2005
Subject: [Genealib] Konig Reich, Barehen Germany[Scanned]
Message-ID: <00bf01c50484$ac0fadb0$0c01010a@palosverdes.lib.ca.us>
I would first wonder if the Barehen was a the pronounciation of
Bayern/Baveria. Then I would go to the gazeteer Meyers Orts to look for a the
name.
Mary Margaret Martin, LIS Student
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://lists.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20050127/98d68e28/
attachment.htm
From rbixby at statelib.lib.in.us Thu Jan 27 10:27:11 2005
From: rbixby at statelib.lib.in.us (Randy Bixby)
Date: Thu Jan 27 10:09:14 2005
Subject: [Genealib] Randolph County, Arkansas, 1870[Scanned]
Message-ID: <00c401c50484$ac11f7a0$0c01010a@palosverdes.lib.ca.us>
A patron has contacted the Indiana State Library asking if there are
missing townships in the 1870 Federal Census of Randolph County,
Arkansas. It appears that only four townships have been microfilmed and
indexed. I didn't find any mention of missing townships in the Guide to
Genealogical Research in the National Archives or other sources.
Has anyone else encountered this gap?
Randy Bixby, Reference Librarian
Genealogy Division, Indiana State Library
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list

genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
From tvajdik at city.windsor.on.ca Thu Jan 27 14:05:56 2005
From: tvajdik at city.windsor.on.ca (Vajdik, Tom)
Date: Thu Jan 27 13:46:12 2005
Subject: [Genealib] Konig Reich, Barehen Germany
Message-ID: <21F7DF66E9F9F14ABF5AE6A2E67B860C013A732D@mail.corp.windsor>
This may not help this time, but the University of Wisconsin has a beautiful
digitized "Atlas of the German Empire" circa 1883 (It is in German).
http://www.library.wisc.edu/etext/ravenstein/
Another very useful website that I use for eastern Europe genealogy is the
Jewish Shtetl Seeker. It looks for city and town names in the "vernacular"
language, and also the "official" language of the realm. I see that your
patron did not give a city or town in this instance.
http://www.jewishgen.org/ShtetlSeeker/
Tom Vajdik
Genealogy Librarian
Windsor Public Library,
Windsor, Ont. Canada
-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Tracy Luscombe
Sent: January 26, 2005 8:31 PM
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] Konig Reich, Barehen Germany
One of my patrons has determined a relative was born here in 1867. I can't
find where in Germany this is located. I tried Google search with no results
for the 3 words in the same search. If I just search Konig Reich I get hits
but they are in German, which I don't read. Same with a search just for
Barehen. I've looked at the book German Maps and Facts for Genealogy by
Wendy K. Uncapher and Linda M. Herrick, as well as In Search of Your German
Roots by Angus Baxter. Neither mention these locations.
Anybody know anything about this place?
Tracy E. Luscombe
Genealogy Librarian
McKinney Memorial Public Library
101 E. Hunt Street
McKinney, TX 75409
972-547-7343
tluscombe@mckinneytexas.org
From mmulholl at ahml.info Thu Jan 27 15:22:57 2005
From: mmulholl at ahml.info (Mulholland, Michael)
Date: Thu Jan 27 15:04:54 2005
Subject: [Genealib] Midwest Genealogy Hospitality
Message-ID: <E4C54C430E9D1F4B90CB538BD8F3B98721463B@yale.ahml.info>
RUSA---Genealogy Committee--ALA Pre-Conference 2005
Join us for this all-day program at the prestigious Newberry Library and
learn about the genealogical sources available in our nation's heartland

and how you can access them to help your genealogy patrons.
Speakers: Don Jackanicz, Archivisy, NARA--Great Lakes Region
Tom Kemp, Direcotr, Godfrey Memorial Library
James Hansen, F.A.S.G., Reference Librarian, Wisconsin
Historical Society
Jack, Simpson, Curator of Local and Family History,
Newberry Library
Presentations by Lexis-Nexis and ProQuest.
Price includes continental breakfast and lunch.
Please see the ALA website for registration information
Michael Mulholland
Local History/Genealogy Librarian
Arlington Heights Memorial Library
500 N. Dunton Ave.
Arlington Heights, IL 60004
(847) 870-3643
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://lists.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20050127/7569f983/
attachment.htm
From melewis at umd.edu Thu Jan 27 20:11:56 2005
From: melewis at umd.edu (megan lewis)
Date: Thu Jan 27 19:53:50 2005
Subject: [Genealib] Konig Reich, Barehen Germany
Message-ID: <5456ccb0.c57ca125.8233700@po1.mail.umd.edu>
I did a soundex search using 'Where Once We Walked- A Guide
to the Communities Destroyed in the Holocaust' by Gary
Mokotoff and Sally Ann Sack and found came up with the
following matches:
Buergeln 82 Km North of Frankfurt am Main
Burgellern 59 km north of Nuremberg
Burghaum 98 km NE Frankfurt am Main
Given all the name changes in Central and Eastern Europe
over the last 100 years, this gazetteer is quite useful.
In addition to having a soundex feature, it also list
coordinates, nearest large cities and all former names and
spelling variations.
Megan Lewis
---- Original message --->Date: Thu, 27 Jan 2005 14:05:56 -0500
>From: "Vajdik, Tom" <tvajdik@city.windsor.on.ca>
>Subject: RE: [Genealib] Konig Reich, Barehen Germany
>To: "'Librarians Serving Genealogists'"
<genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
>
>This may not help this time, but the University of
Wisconsin has a beautiful
>digitized "Atlas of the German Empire" circa 1883 (It is in
German).

>http://www.library.wisc.edu/etext/ravenstein/
>
>
>Another very useful website that I use for eastern Europe
genealogy is the
>Jewish Shtetl Seeker. It looks for city and town names in
the "vernacular"
>language, and also the "official" language of the realm. I
see that your
>patron did not give a city or town in this instance.
>
>http://www.jewishgen.org/ShtetlSeeker/
>
>Tom Vajdik
>
Genealogy Librarian
>
Windsor Public Library,
>
Windsor, Ont. Canada
>
>-----Original Message---->From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
>[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf
Of Tracy Luscombe
>Sent: January 26, 2005 8:31 PM
>To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
>Subject: [Genealib] Konig Reich, Barehen Germany
>
>One of my patrons has determined a relative was born here
in 1867. I can't
>find where in Germany this is located. I tried Google
search with no results
>for the 3 words in the same search. If I just search Konig
Reich I get hits
>but they are in German, which I don't read. Same with a
search just for
>Barehen. I've looked at the book German Maps and Facts for
Genealogy by
>Wendy K. Uncapher and Linda M. Herrick, as well as In
Search of Your German
>Roots by Angus Baxter. Neither mention these locations.
>
>Anybody know anything about this place?
>
>Tracy E. Luscombe
>Genealogy Librarian
>McKinney Memorial Public Library
>101 E. Hunt Street
>McKinney, TX 75409
>972-547-7343
>tluscombe@mckinneytexas.org
>_______________________________________________
>genealib mailing list
>genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
>http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
From ccallard at michigan.gov Fri Jan 28 08:11:28 2005
From: ccallard at michigan.gov (Carole Callard)
Date: Fri Jan 28 07:53:43 2005
Subject: [Genealib] Midwest Genealogy Hospitality
Message-ID: <s1f9f3c4.013@gwcl1domg1v.state.mi.us>

Looks great!!!!!!!!!!!!!!vv
>>> mmulholl@ahml.info 1/27/2005 3:22:57 PM >>>
RUSA---Genealogy Committee--ALA Pre-Conference 2005
Join us for this all-day program at the prestigious Newberry Library
and
learn about the genealogical sources available in our nation's
heartland
and how you can access them to help your genealogy patrons.
Speakers: Don Jackanicz, Archivisy, NARA--Great Lakes Region
Tom Kemp, Direcotr, Godfrey Memorial Library
James Hansen, F.A.S.G., Reference Librarian, Wisconsin
Historical Society
Jack, Simpson, Curator of Local and Family History,
Newberry Library
Presentations by Lexis-Nexis and ProQuest.
Price includes continental breakfast and lunch.
Please see the ALA website for registration information
Michael Mulholland
Local History/Genealogy Librarian
Arlington Heights Memorial Library
500 N. Dunton Ave.
Arlington Heights, IL 60004
(847) 870-3643
From WuehlerAC at ldschurch.org Fri Jan 28 12:27:44 2005
From: WuehlerAC at ldschurch.org (Anne Wuehler)
Date: Fri Jan 28 12:10:14 2005
Subject: [Genealib] Form to track of a patron's queries
Message-ID: <s1fa13ad.012@inet-wh1.gmhwh.org>
Has anyone created a form that you use to keep track of a patron's research
needs. For example, a patron comes to the reference desk and asks for help on
X
problem. You give one or more suggestions. The same patron comes back in an
hour, you've gone to lunch, and the patron has to go through the whole problem
again so the librarian that is now at the desk can give them the same or
another
suggestion.
Do you keep track of what a patron has done and what you told them to try, so
he or she doesn't have to explain the same problem to several librarians? Do
you
keep the information on a form? Do you file it in a place where the other
librarians can pull it out and give a different suggestion to the patron?
Please e-mail me off list telling me what you do.
Anne
Anne Wuehler
Family History Research Support
15 E South Temple Street
Salt Lake City, UT 84150

wuehlerac@ldschurch.org
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------This message may contain confidential information, and is
intended only for the use of the individual(s) to whom it
is addressed.
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://lists.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20050128/0a23379f/
attachment.htm
From library at ci.belton.tx.us Fri Jan 28 12:41:40 2005
From: library at ci.belton.tx.us (LIBRARY)
Date: Fri Jan 28 12:29:02 2005
Subject: [Genealib] Form to track of a patron's queries
Message-ID: <F74FA678F48D794997663E7110DD9C6006E4D8@CITY_EX>
Please answer online, I am interested as well.
Kim Adele Kroll
Director
Lena Armstrong Public Library
P.O. Box 120
Belton, Texas 76513
-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu]On Behalf Of Anne Wuehler
Sent: Friday, January 28, 2005 11:28 AM
To: genealib@lists.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] Form to track of a patron's queries
Has anyone created a form that you use to keep track of a patron's research
needs. For example, a patron comes to the reference desk and asks for help
on X problem. You give one or more suggestions. The same patron comes back
in an hour, you've gone to lunch, and the patron has to go through the whole
problem again so the librarian that is now at the desk can give them the
same or another suggestion.
Do you keep track of what a patron has done and what you told them to try,
so he or she doesn't have to explain the same problem to several librarians?
Do you keep the information on a form? Do you file it in a place where the
other librarians can pull it out and give a different suggestion to the
patron?
Please e-mail me off list telling me what you do.
Anne
Anne Wuehler
Family History Research Support
15 E South Temple Street
Salt Lake City, UT 84150
wuehlerac@ldschurch.org <mailto:wuehlerac@ldschurch.org>
----------------------------------------------------------------------------This message may contain confidential information, and is

intended only for the use of the individual(s) to whom it
is addressed.
----------------------------------------------------------------------------From mccartj at halifaxpubliclibraries.ca Fri Jan 28 10:26:20 2005
From: mccartj at halifaxpubliclibraries.ca (Joanne McCarthy)
Date: Fri Jan 28 14:09:38 2005
Subject: [Genealib] Form to track of a patron's queries
Message-ID: <110694038029289-28152629289majm1@nsh.library.ns.ca>
Hello Anne,
we use this form to help with the reference interview. If there are any
specific titles that are recommended, we write them on the back of the
sheet. We use this form in conjunction with this records selection
table: http://www.familychronicle.com/records.html
Both aid reference desk staff who might not be familiar with
genealogical research techniques or resources.
Hope this helps
Joanne McCarthy
Halifax Public Libraries

On Fri, 28 Jan 2005 Anne Wuehler wrote:
>
>
[Genealib] Form to track of a patron's queries
>
_________________________________________________________________
>
>
* To: genealib@lists.acomp.usf.edu
>
* Subject: [Genealib] Form to track of a patron's queries
>
* From: "Anne Wuehler" <WuehlerAC@ldschurch.org>
>
* Date: Fri, 28 Jan 2005 10:27:44 -0700
>
* Delivered-To: genealib@lists.acomp.usf.edu
>
* List-Archive: <http://lists.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib>
>
* List-Help:
>
<mailto:genealib-request@mailman.acomp.usf.edu?subject=help>
>
* List-Id: Librarians Serving Genealogists
>
<genealib.mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
>
* List-Post: <mailto:genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
>
* List-Subscribe:
>
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib>,<mailto:g
>
enealib-request@mailman.acomp.usf.edu?subject=subscribe>
>
* List-Unsubscribe:
>
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib>,<mailto:g
>
enealib-request@mailman.acomp.usf.edu?subject=unsubscribe>
>
* Reply-To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
>
<genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
>
* Sender: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
>
_________________________________________________________________
>
>
Has anyone created a form that you use to keep track of a patron's
>
research needs. For example, a patron comes to the reference desk and
>
asks for help on X problem. You give one or more suggestions. The same
>
patron comes back in an hour, you've gone to lunch, and the patron has

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

to go through the whole problem again so the librarian that is now at
the desk can give them the same or another suggestion.
Do you keep track of what a patron has done and what you told them to
try, so he or she doesn't have to explain the same problem to several
librarians? Do you keep the information on a form? Do you file it in
a place where the other librarians can pull it out and give a
different suggestion to the patron?
Please e-mail me off list telling me what you do.
Anne
Anne Wuehler
Family History Research Support
15 E South Temple Street
Salt Lake City, UT 84150
wuehlerac@ldschurch.org
----------------------------------------------------------------------------This message may contain confidential information, and is
intended only for the use of the individual(s) to whom it
is addressed.
----------------------------------------------------------------------------_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
_________________________________________________________________

Joanne McCarthy
Reference Librarian
Halifax Regional Library
5381 Spring Garden Road
Halifax, Nova Scotia
B3J 1E9
902-490-5813 (phone)
902-490-5746 (fax)
www.halifaxpubliclibraries.ca
-------------- next part -------------A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: GenRefInt.wpd
Type: application/octet-stream
Size: 11953 bytes
Desc: application/wordperfect5.1 #(Corel/WP)
Url : http://lists.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20050128/dcedc26c/
GenRefInt.obj
From wpwolfe at qwest.net Fri Jan 28 18:31:05 2005
From: wpwolfe at qwest.net (William Wolfe)
Date: Fri Jan 28 18:12:54 2005
Subject: [Genealib] Change of e-mail address
Message-ID: <002b01c50591$70f18380$0d01a8c0@qwest.net>
Can anyone direct me to the geneaib link to change my e-mail address. I have tried
every link Icould find and nothing. Yes, even the link at the bottom of a message

page. I have been trying for almost a month. I do not understand why subscription
sites don't have a link only for changing e-mail addresses and other profile
information.
If an administrator of this site wants to do it for me my e-mail address is
changing from wpwolfe@qwest,net to wpmwofe@comcast.net.
Help! Help! Please! I value this site.
Bill Wolfe
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://lists.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20050128/829f74cd/
attachment.htm
From drewsmithusf at aol.com Fri Jan 28 19:27:41 2005
From: drewsmithusf at aol.com (Drew Smith)
Date: Fri Jan 28 19:09:35 2005
Subject: [Genealib] Change of e-mail address
In-Reply-To: <002b01c50591$70f18380$0d01a8c0@qwest.net>
Message-ID: <fd.c153871.2f2c327d@aol.com>
For future reference for all subscribers, the way to change one's e-mail
address on GENEALIB is to unsubscribe from GENEALIB under the old address,
and then re-subscribe to GENEALIB under the new address. One can
unsubscribe at the following address:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
Regards,
Drew Smith
GENEALIB List Administrator
Andrew M. "Drew" Smith
Instructor, School of Library and Information Science
College of Arts and Sciences, University of South Florida, Tampa
drewsmithusf@aol.com
work: (813) 974-6849
cell: (813) 263-2028

_____
From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of William Wolfe
Sent: Friday, January 28, 2005 6:31 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: [Genealib] Change of e-mail address
Can anyone direct me to the geneaib link to change my e-mail address. I have
tried every link Icould find and nothing. Yes, even the link at the bottom
of a message page. I have been trying for almost a month. I do not
understand why subscription sites don't have a link only for changing e-mail
addresses and other profile information.
If an administrator of this site wants to do it for me my e-mail address is
changing from wpwolfe@qwest,net to wpmwofe@comcast.net.

Help! Help! Please! I value this site.
Bill Wolfe
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://lists.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20050128/84810f68/
attachment.htm
From drewsmithusf at aol.com Fri Jan 28 19:32:32 2005
From: drewsmithusf at aol.com (Drew Smith)
Date: Fri Jan 28 19:14:28 2005
Subject: [Genealib] Change of e-mail address (correction)
In-Reply-To: <fd.c153871.2f2c327d@aol.com>
Message-ID: <1f1.34190bc4.2f2c339e@aol.com>
Oops, let me correct that. To change one's e-mail address, one goes to:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
On that page, scroll to the very bottom, enter the current e-mail address in
the last box, and click on the "Unsubscribe or edit options" button. Then
follow the directions on the next screen.
Regards,
Drew Smith
GENEALIB List Administrator
Andrew M. "Drew" Smith
Instructor, School of Library and Information Science
College of Arts and Sciences, University of South Florida, Tampa
drewsmithusf@aol.com
work: (813) 974-6849
cell: (813) 263-2028

_____
From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Drew Smith
Sent: Friday, January 28, 2005 7:28 PM
To: 'Librarians Serving Genealogists'
Subject: RE: [Genealib] Change of e-mail address
For future reference for all subscribers, the way to change one's e-mail
address on GENEALIB is to unsubscribe from GENEALIB under the old address,
and then re-subscribe to GENEALIB under the new address. One can
unsubscribe at the following address:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
Regards,
Drew Smith
GENEALIB List Administrator
Andrew M. "Drew" Smith
Instructor, School of Library and Information Science
College of Arts and Sciences, University of South Florida, Tampa
drewsmithusf@aol.com

work: (813) 974-6849
cell: (813) 263-2028

_____
From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of William Wolfe
Sent: Friday, January 28, 2005 6:31 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: [Genealib] Change of e-mail address
Can anyone direct me to the geneaib link to change my e-mail address. I have
tried every link Icould find and nothing. Yes, even the link at the bottom
of a message page. I have been trying for almost a month. I do not
understand why subscription sites don't have a link only for changing e-mail
addresses and other profile information.
If an administrator of this site wants to do it for me my e-mail address is
changing from wpwolfe@qwest,net to wpmwofe@comcast.net.
Help! Help! Please! I value this site.
Bill Wolfe
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://lists.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20050128/b59f0d48/
attachment.htm
From mbrower at nccn.net Fri Jan 28 20:49:10 2005
From: mbrower at nccn.net (Maria Brower)
Date: Fri Jan 28 20:31:12 2005
Subject: [Genealib] Form to track of a patron's queries
Message-ID: <6.0.0.22.1.20050128172444.024b4f10@pop3.nccn.net>
We have two forms that I created. One is a finding aid with the most
frequently used genealgoy resources and books at our library. It is in 3
columns and has a small blank line to the left of the title of the source.
The sources are listed in categories i.e. Indexes, Vital Records,
Directories etc. When I do a revison on this from I put it in bold.
If a patron has never used our library before or if if appears they are
doing a research project (some partons choose to keep the subject
secret!--then come to us when they can't find anything) I hand them the
form and explain our collection and locations. The blank space to the left
is to put either a check mark or 0 with a line through it to show they
checked that resource, had results or not. Some people to do use a Research
Calendar!
The other form can be used by our volunteers and staff to list the
resources they have checked and to cite the sources when I send a letter or
email back. If they write to us again we can check what we have already
checked for them.
The top has spaces for name, address, phone, email etc. The bottom half has
black lines, numbered. It also helps my volunteers to show me and ask if
there is any other sources they have not thought to check.
Sometimes people write months or years later asking us for the same
information.
This can be good, we may have indexed some old records or received new
books or collections since they last wrote or visited. OR we can tell them

that we already check our collection for that information. This is the case
when someone appears to be very unorganized (or just has a senior moment?)
Also, when we receive a phone call and they appear to have all day to
explain what they are looking for and where they have looked, I ask them to
send FGS and Ancestor Charts so I can see what information they are missing
and have already checked and the dates. If they don't use FGS or Ancestor
Charts I ask them to send thier request by letter.
If they are just looking for an obit, newpaper article, or one research
topic we use the same form and file after we have sent the informatioin or
obit. They are filed by subject or surname of family they are
researching--not by parton's name.
Maria E. Brower, Lib. Tech.
Doris Foley Library for Historical Research
211 N. Pine St.
Nevada City, CA 95945
530-265-4606
maria.brower@co.nevada.ca.us
From jim at pellien.com Sat Jan 29 19:44:42 2005
From: jim at pellien.com (Jim Pellien)
Date: Sat Jan 29 19:26:38 2005
Subject: [Genealib]
Announcement of 1910 Census Transcripts for NH, VT and RI
Message-ID: <001e01c50664$e42196f0$6601a8c0@a2c6u5>
Skipped content of type multipart/alternative-------------- next part
-------------A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: not available
Type: image/jpeg
Size: 137923 bytes
Desc: not available
Url : http://lists.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20050129/04205f21/
attachment-0002.jpg
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Type: image/jpeg
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attachment-0003.jpg
From hkkuglin at xtra.co.nz Sat Jan 29 22:55:51 2005
From: hkkuglin at xtra.co.nz (Heidi Kuglin)
Date: Sat Jan 29 22:37:45 2005
Subject: [Genealib] Keeping track of patron's queries
References: <20050129170010.CF4E25C6E9@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <000b01c5067f$975d1400$0301010a@ladybug>
I work in Archives New Zealand. We get many written and telephone queries a day.
We use an electronic record management system called Objective in which we can keep
all queries and all answers. It is searchable by researcher's name because we
created an electronic file for each with all their emails, letters, etc. and the
answers from the archivists. If it is a telephone inquiry, we type the enquiry on
a PC and save into their file.
This database is searchable by document text, so, if you think you have answered a

search on a particular topic before for another researcher, you can bring up your
answer to that researcher and have all your sources available.
There are many other electronic record management systems available and I would
highly recommend you look into the possibility of acquiring one. This is where an
archivist experienced in records management of a government agency or business
comes in handy. There might be one in your area that you could speak with.
Heidi Kuglin
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://lists.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20050130/6684db3d/
attachment.htm
From mmulholl at ahml.info Sun Jan 30 15:57:55 2005
From: mmulholl at ahml.info (Mulholland, Michael)
Date: Sun Jan 30 15:39:45 2005
Subject: [Genealib] Books to offer
Message-ID: <E4C54C430E9D1F4B90CB538BD8F3B987214641@yale.ahml.info>
The following titles are available for the price of postage.
Official Roster of the Soldiers of the State of Ohio in the War of the
Rebellion 1861-1866 Vol.XI 1891 (ORIGINAL EDITION)
Genealogical and Family History of Northern New York: A record of the
Achievements of Her Peoeple in the Making of a Commonwealth and the
Founding of a Nation. Vols. I and III. 1910 (ORIGINAL EDITIONS)
The Chapman Family: Or the Descendants of Robert Chapman, one of the
First Settlers of Say-Brook, Conn. with Genealogical Notes... 1854
(ORIGINAL EDITION)
Lake Geneva:Newport of the West 1870-1920 Vol. 1 by Ann Wolfmeyer. 1976
Thank you.
Michael Mulholland
Local History/Genealogy Librarian
Arlington Heights Memorial Library
500 N. Dunton Ave.
Arlington Heights, IL 60004
(847) 870-3643
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://lists.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20050130/e083eb57/
attachment.htm
From edlyn at california.com Sun Jan 30 16:24:41 2005
From: edlyn at california.com (Lynette Trainer)
Date: Sun Jan 30 15:56:17 2005
Subject: [Genealib] Books to offer
In-Reply-To: <E4C54C430E9D1F4B90CB538BD8F3B987214641@yale.ahml.info>
References: <E4C54C430E9D1F4B90CB538BD8F3B987214641@yale.ahml.info>
Message-ID: <41FD5099.4030700@california.com>
Hi Michael,
I would be interested in the following books if they are still
available. If you would advise the cost of postage, I will be more than

happy to send the money.

Thank you.

I live in San Pablo, California.
Lynette Trainer
edlyn@california.com
Mulholland, Michael wrote:
> The following titles are available for the price of postage.
>
> Official Roster of the Soldiers of the State of Ohio in the War of the
> Rebellion 1861-1866 Vol.XI 1891 (ORIGINAL EDITION)
>
> Genealogical and Family History of Northern New York: A record of the
> Achievements of Her Peoeple in the Making of a Commonwealth and the
> Founding of a Nation. Vols. I and III. 1910 (ORIGINAL EDITIONS)
From drewsmithusf at aol.com Sun Jan 30 18:08:09 2005
From: drewsmithusf at aol.com (Drew Smith)
Date: Sun Jan 30 17:50:01 2005
Subject: [Genealib] Reminder concerning book exchanges
In-Reply-To: <41FD5099.4030700@california.com>
Message-ID: <1db.347e67e3.2f2ec2d7@aol.com>
Just a quick reminder to all subscribers that when books are offered on the
GENEALIB list, they are being offered to other genealogy library collections
(most commonly to other public libraries). Those responding to offers of
books should indicate which library they are the genealogy librarian for.
Drew Smith
GENEALIB List Administrator
From SCarter at plainfield.lib.in.us Mon Jan 31 08:18:38 2005
From: SCarter at plainfield.lib.in.us (Susan Carter)
Date: Mon Jan 31 08:00:38 2005
Subject: [Genealib] Unsubscribe
Message-ID:
<2A491F5A9BAA7F41ABC40FBF99353C242E1D42@pplserver4.plainfield.lib.in.us>
Skipped content of type multipart/alternative-------------- next part
-------------A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: not available
Type: image/jpeg
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Desc: image001.jpg
Url : http://lists.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20050131/02b6b836/
attachment.jpg
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From genealib at xemaps.com Mon Jan 31 14:06:43 2005
From: genealib at xemaps.com (genealib@xemaps.com)
Date: Mon Jan 31 13:48:34 2005
Subject: [Genealib] Books to offer

In-Reply-To: <E4C54C430E9D1F4B90CB538BD8F3B987214641@yale.ahml.info>
References: <E4C54C430E9D1F4B90CB538BD8F3B987214641@yale.ahml.info>
Message-ID: <6.1.2.0.0.20050131130307.01e96ec0@pop.1and1.com>
Mr. Mullholland,
We would be interested in the New York and Chapman book, if still available.
If the Ohio book is part of the "The War of the Rebellion. A Compilation of
the Official Records of the Union and Confederate Armies, 128 Volumes.
Washington. 1882-1900", we already have it.
If not, we'd be interested in adding it to our collection as well.
Thanks,
Michael Dickson
Webmaster/Board Member
Tazewell County Genealogical Society
PO Box 312
Pekin, IL 61554
www.tcghs.org
At 1/30/2005 02:57 PM, you wrote:
>Content-class: urn:content-classes:message
>Content-Type: multipart/alternative;
>
boundary="----_=_NextPart_001_01C5070E.5EF0FBF5"
>
>* Replies will be sent through Spamex to genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
>* For additional info click ->
><http://www.spamex.com/i/?v=3258599>www.spamex.com/i/?v=3258599
>
>The following titles are available for the price of postage.
>
>Official Roster of the Soldiers of the State of Ohio in the War of the
>Rebellion 1861-1866 Vol.XI 1891 (ORIGINAL EDITION)
>
>Genealogical and Family History of Northern New York: A record of the
>Achievements of Her Peoeple in the Making of a Commonwealth and the
>Founding of a Nation. Vols. I and III. 1910 (ORIGINAL EDITIONS)
>
>The Chapman Family: Or the Descendants of Robert Chapman, one of the First
>Settlers of Say-Brook, Conn. with Genealogical Notes... 1854 (ORIGINAL EDITION)
>
>Lake Geneva:Newport of the West 1870-1920 Vol. 1 by Ann Wolfmeyer. 1976
>
>Thank you.
>
>Michael Mulholland
>Local History/Genealogy Librarian
>Arlington Heights Memorial Library
>500 N. Dunton Ave.
>Arlington Heights, IL 60004
>(847) 870-3643
>
>_______________________________________________
>genealib mailing list
>genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
>http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://lists.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20050131/e3f2cd31/
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From hwn000 at mail.connect.more.net Mon Jan 31 15:23:52 2005
From: hwn000 at mail.connect.more.net (Terri Parrish)
Date: Mon Jan 31 15:05:16 2005
Subject: [Genealib] DNA Tests for Genealogical Purposes
Message-ID: <003801c507d2$c90f8010$e2c8c80a@PolkCOLIBrary>
Hi everyone,
I just had a patron ask what I knew of DNA genealogical tests. I found
a few companies on Cnydi's list and scanned what they had to offer. It
all seemed quite complicated and I'm afraid DNA is out of my range of
knowledge. Has anyone out there had feedback on these services? This
would be a female being tested so if you know what type of results she
can get, please let me know? Thanks in advance for any feedback.
Terri Parrish
Polk County Library
1690 W. Broadway
Bolivar, MO 65613
417-326-4531
hwn000@mail.connect.more.net
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://lists.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20050131/2f2c9d93/
attachment.htm
From Dlunow at aol.com Mon Jan 31 16:01:54 2005
From: Dlunow at aol.com (Dlunow@aol.com)
Date: Mon Jan 31 15:43:48 2005
Subject: [Genealib] DNA Tests for Genealogical Purposes
Message-ID: <e6.62851a87.2f2ff6c2@aol.com>
Brigham Young University has a program.
They test free.
It is very simple, they send a "KIT."
It is a mailing bag with a kind of "Mouth wash" in it.
The person being tested follows the instructions, fills out the form and
mails it back.
Very simple,
I will look for a contact and get back to you.
Diane Lunow
Stagecoach Library for Genealogical Research
Wimberley, Texas
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://lists.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20050131/3363753e/
attachment.htm

From mkmannix at gmail.com Mon Jan 31 17:09:48 2005
From: mkmannix at gmail.com (Mary K. Mannix)
Date: Mon Jan 31 16:51:30 2005
Subject: [Genealib] Boston Globe on Microfilm
Message-ID: <b63c865205013114092e113992@mail.gmail.com>
Hey All! Anybody know an institution who will lend Boston Globe on
microfilm?? Or, someone who has said microfilm and is willing to
printout articles if asked nice and paid for copies and person jumped
through all required hoops and as the institution's schedule permitted
:) ? Spoken to the Globe itself and Boston Public with no look so
far. Patron looking for 5 series of articles that appeared in the
paper late 1890s/1900s, seem to be "stories". Kind of interesting.
Thanks for any assistance or guidance that can be offered. Best, Mary
M.
-Mary K. Mannix
Maryland Room Manager
C. Burr Artz Public Library
Frederick County Public Libraries
Frederick, MD
From mmulholl at ahml.info Mon Jan 31 17:16:33 2005
From: mmulholl at ahml.info (Mulholland, Michael)
Date: Mon Jan 31 16:58:16 2005
Subject: [Genealib] Books have found a home
Message-ID: <E4C54C430E9D1F4B90CB538BD8F3B987214646@yale.ahml.info>
The genealogy books have quickly found a new home. They were "Gone with
the Wind."
Thanks and regrets to all who responded. This was my first time doing
this, so now I know the system really works.
Happy Ancestor Hunting!
Michael Mulholland
Local History/Genealogy Librarian
Arlington Heights Memorial Library
500 N. Dunton Ave.
Arlington Heights, IL 60004
(847) 870-3643
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://lists.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20050131/314d9b40/
attachment.htm
From dbutta at glenviewpl.org Mon Jan 31 17:35:45 2005
From: dbutta at glenviewpl.org (Deena Butta)
Date: Mon Jan 31 17:17:40 2005
Subject: [Genealib] DNA Tests for Genealogical Purposes
In-Reply-To: <e6.62851a87.2f2ff6c2@aol.com>
Message-ID: <001801c507e5$35fb3d10$b901a8c0@GPL.LIB>
Hi---with this test, i believe it is necessary to be able to document 4
generations of your ancestors.
deena
glenview pl

-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Dlunow@aol.com
Sent: Monday, January 31, 2005 3:02 PM
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: Re: [Genealib] DNA Tests for Genealogical Purposes
Brigham Young University has a program.
They test free.
It is very simple, they send a "KIT."
It is a mailing bag with a kind of "Mouth wash" in it.
The person being tested follows the instructions, fills out the form and
mails it back.
Very simple,
I will look for a contact and get back to you.
Diane Lunow
Stagecoach Library for Genealogical Research
Wimberley, Texas
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://lists.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20050131/01a0e60d/
attachment.htm
From WillowBend at WillowBendBooks.com Mon Jan 31 17:37:06 2005
From: WillowBend at WillowBendBooks.com (Craig R. Scott)
Date: Mon Jan 31 17:20:58 2005
Subject: [Genealib] DNA Tests for Genealogical Purposes
References: <e6.62851a87.2f2ff6c2@aol.com>
Message-ID: <018801c507e5$aa919520$3b00a8c0@Traveler>
Hate to jump in <G>, but let me put in two cents worth
BYU actually does NOT do testing at all (they used to house the Center for
Molecular Biology which became SMGF). The SMGF "Foundation" is the group that is
involved in academic research and is collecting samples throughout the world.
Their focus is on the autosomal markers. They DO NOT perform testing for
individuals NOR do they present results to anyone from whom they collected samples.
They do provide a free Y chromosome database, but in order to access it , one would
need to obtain his profile from a commercial testing company.
C.
Craig R. Scott, CGRS
President & CEO
Heritage Books, Inc.
65 East Main Street
Westminster, MD 21157
WillowBend@WillowBendBooks.com
Visit our websites www.HeritageBooks.com and www.WillowBendBooks.com

----- Original Message ----From: Dlunow@aol.com
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Sent: Monday, January 31, 2005 4:01 PM
Subject: Re: [Genealib] DNA Tests for Genealogical Purposes
Brigham Young University has a program.
They test free.
It is very simple, they send a "KIT."
It is a mailing bag with a kind of "Mouth wash" in it.
The person being tested follows the instructions, fills out the form and mails it
back.
Very simple,
I will look for a contact and get back to you.
Diane Lunow
Stagecoach Library for Genealogical Research
Wimberley, Texas
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://lists.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20050131/229644ea/
attachment.htm
From dbutta at glenviewpl.org Mon Jan 31 17:54:12 2005
From: dbutta at glenviewpl.org (Deena Butta)
Date: Mon Jan 31 17:35:58 2005
Subject: [Genealib] DNA Tests for Genealogical Purposes
In-Reply-To: <018801c507e5$aa919520$3b00a8c0@Traveler>
Message-ID: <003801c507e7$c9cc5ae0$b901a8c0@GPL.LIB>
hi--Oxford Ancestors is one company that does genealogy-related DNA testing.
http://www.oxfordancestors.com/
Deena Butta
Glenview PL
-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu

[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Craig R. Scott
Sent: Monday, January 31, 2005 4:37 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: Re: [Genealib] DNA Tests for Genealogical Purposes
Hate to jump in <G>, but let me put in two cents worth
BYU actually does NOT do testing at all (they used to house the Center for
Molecular Biology which became SMGF). The SMGF "Foundation" is the group
that is involved in academic research and is collecting samples throughout
the world. Their focus is on the autosomal markers. They DO NOT perform
testing for individuals NOR do they present results to anyone from whom they
collected samples. They do provide a free Y chromosome database, but in
order to access it , one would need to obtain his profile from a commercial
testing company.
C.
Craig R. Scott, CGRS
President & CEO
Heritage Books, Inc.
65 East Main Street
Westminster, MD 21157
WillowBend@WillowBendBooks.com
Visit our websites www.HeritageBooks.com and www.WillowBendBooks.com

----- Original Message ----From: Dlunow@aol.com
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Sent: Monday, January 31, 2005 4:01 PM
Subject: Re: [Genealib] DNA Tests for Genealogical Purposes
Brigham Young University has a program.
They test free.
It is very simple, they send a "KIT."
It is a mailing bag with a kind of "Mouth wash" in it.
The person being tested follows the instructions, fills out the form and
mails it back.
Very simple,
I will look for a contact and get back to you.
Diane Lunow
Stagecoach Library for Genealogical Research
Wimberley, Texas

_____

_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://lists.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20050131/5cb58910/
attachment.htm
From ksmith at aapld.org Mon Jan 31 18:10:02 2005
From: ksmith at aapld.org (Kristen Smith)
Date: Mon Jan 31 17:51:45 2005
Subject: [Genealib] DNA Tests for Genealogical Purposes
Message-ID: <50B2DA3E3BEA9F4D80DFCDCA8891183D2B0EFC@www.aapld.info>
The February issue of Family Tree Magazine has an article on DNA testing:
Demystifying DNA
Is genetic genealogy an essential tool or a shoddy shortcut? Our layperson's guide
shows how the science works and what the tests can tell you about your family tree.
By Megan Smolenyak Smolenyak
Kristen Smith
Reference & Genealogy Librarian
Algonquin Area Public Library
Algonquin, IL 60102
-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu on behalf of Terri Parrish
Sent: Mon 1/31/2005 2:23 PM
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Cc:
Subject: [Genealib] DNA Tests for Genealogical Purposes
Hi everyone,
I just had a patron ask what I knew of DNA genealogical tests. I found a few
companies on Cnydi?s list and scanned what they had to offer. It all seemed quite
complicated and I?m afraid DNA is out of my range of knowledge. Has anyone out
there had feedback on these services? This would be a female being tested so if
you know what type of results she can get, please let me know? Thanks in advance
for any feedback.
Terri Parrish
Polk County Library
1690 W. Broadway
Bolivar, MO 65613
417-326-4531
hwn000@mail.connect.more.net
-------------- next part -------------A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: not available
Type: application/ms-tnef
Size: 6282 bytes

Desc: not available
Url : http://lists.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20050131/bc05f91d/
attachment.bin
From SPerkins at uh.edu Mon Jan 31 18:27:18 2005
From: SPerkins at uh.edu (Steve Perkins)
Date: Mon Jan 31 18:10:43 2005
Subject: [Genealib] DNA Tests for Genealogical Purposes
In-Reply-To: <003801c507e7$c9cc5ae0$b901a8c0@GPL.LIB>
References: <003801c507e7$c9cc5ae0$b901a8c0@GPL.LIB>
Message-ID: <41FEBED6.5020805@uh.edu>
The following are the primary DNA testing companies for genealogical
purposes. All test both paternal
Y chromosome DNA for males (Y DNA) and maternal mitochondrial DNA
(mtDNA) for both males
and females:
in England:
Oxford Ancestors
DNA Heritage
in the USA:
Family Tree DNA
Relative Genetics
Oxford Ancestors does it's own testing. Family Tree DNA uses the
University of Arizona labs. DNA
Heritage and Relative Genetics use the Sorenson labs. There are several
other labs that can do specialized tests.
I run 8 Y DNA surname studies: Ball, Creekmore, Manning, Perkins and
Parkins, Phipps, Strunk, Swain,
and Whitecotton.
There are two recent books that may be of interest:
<>
Megan Smolenyak Smolenyak and Ann Turner:
Trace Your Roots with DNA : Using Genetic Tests to Explore Your Family Tree
and
Thomas Shawker,
Unlocking Your Genetic History : A Step-by-Step Guide to Discovering
Your Family's
Medical and Genetic Heritage (National Geneological Society Guide, 6)
Regards,
Steven C. Perkins, JD, MLL
Coordinator of Reference Services
U of Houston MD Anderson Library
Deena Butta wrote:
> hi-->
> Oxford Ancestors is one company that does genealogy-related DNA testing.
>
> http://www.oxfordancestors.com/

>
> Deena Butta
> Glenview PL
>
>
-----Original Message---->
From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
>
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Craig
>
R. Scott
>
Sent: Monday, January 31, 2005 4:37 PM
>
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
>
Subject: Re: [Genealib] DNA Tests for Genealogical Purposes
>
>
Hate to jump in <G>, but let me put in two cents worth
>
>
BYU actually does NOT do testing at all (they used to house the
>
Center for Molecular Biology which became SMGF). The SMGF
>
"Foundation" is the group that is involved in academic research
>
and is collecting samples throughout the world. Their focus is on
>
the autosomal markers. They DO NOT perform testing for
>
individuals NOR do they present results to anyone from whom they
>
collected samples. They do provide a free Y chromosome database,
>
but in order to access it , one would need to obtain his profile
>
from a commercial testing company.
>
>
C.
>
>
Craig R. Scott, CGRS
>
President & CEO
>
Heritage Books, Inc.
>
65 East Main Street
>
Westminster, MD 21157
>
WillowBend@WillowBendBooks.com <mailto:WillowBend@WillowBendBooks.com>
>
>
Visit our websites www.HeritageBooks.com
>
<http://www.HeritageBooks.com> and www.WillowBendBooks.com
>
<http://www.WillowBendBooks.com>
>
>
>
>
----- Original Message ---->
From: Dlunow@aol.com <mailto:Dlunow@aol.com>
>
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
>
<mailto:genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
>
Sent: Monday, January 31, 2005 4:01 PM
>
Subject: Re: [Genealib] DNA Tests for Genealogical Purposes
>
>
Brigham Young University has a program.
>
>
They test free.
>
>
It is very simple, they send a "KIT."
>
>
It is a mailing bag with a kind of "Mouth wash" in it.
>
>
The person being tested follows the instructions, fills out
>
the form and mails it back.
>
>
Very simple,
>

>
I will look for a contact and get back to you.
>
>
>
Diane Lunow
>
Stagecoach Library for Genealogical Research
>
Wimberley, Texas
>
>
----------------------------------------------------------------------->
_______________________________________________
>
genealib mailing list
>
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
>
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>
>----------------------------------------------------------------------->
>_______________________________________________
>genealib mailing list
>genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
>http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>
>
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://lists.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20050131/fcdc6b28/
attachment.htm
From jim at pellien.com Mon Jan 31 18:39:10 2005
From: jim at pellien.com (Jim Pellien)
Date: Mon Jan 31 18:20:59 2005
Subject: [Genealib] DNA Tests for Genealogical Purposes
Message-ID: <463C519018434DA9B5D6C404308FA3CA.MAI@ipowerweb.com>
Diane,
Thanks for the great information.

Who do I contact at BYU for the "FREE" DNA test?

Thanks,
Jim
----- Original Message ----From: Dlunow@aol.com
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Sent: Mon, 31 Jan 2005 16:01:54 EST
Subject: Re: [Genealib] DNA Tests for Genealogical Purposes
Brigham Young University has a program.
They test free.
It is very simple, they send a "KIT."
It is a mailing bag with a kind of "Mouth wash" in it.
The person being tested follows the instructions, fills out the form and
mails it back.
Very simple,

I will look for a contact and get back to you.
Diane Lunow
Stagecoach Library for Genealogical Research
Wimberley, Texas
From Dlunow at aol.com Mon Jan 31 19:00:38 2005
From: Dlunow at aol.com (Dlunow@aol.com)
Date: Mon Jan 31 18:42:23 2005
Subject: [Genealib] DNA Tests for Genealogical Purposes
Message-ID: <1a6.308d2c15.2f3020a6@aol.com>
Jim,
Yes, It is free. However, it is also correct that they do not give you the
information.
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://lists.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20050131/9ef8a48d/
attachment.htm
From Dlunow at aol.com Mon Jan 31 19:03:50 2005
From: Dlunow at aol.com (Dlunow@aol.com)
Date: Mon Jan 31 18:45:38 2005
Subject: [Genealib] DNA Tests for Genealogical Purposes
Message-ID: <157.495f392a.2f302166@aol.com>
Sorry it accidently sent before I was finished.
Yes, it is free. However they do not give you the results.
The free test from BYU, or now Sorenson.
It does not provide you with test results or comparisons.
They are done to establish a database of ethnic origins.
http://www.smgf.org/
Good luck,
Diane
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://lists.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20050131/56bd9a07/
attachment.htm
From SPerkins at uh.edu Mon Jan 31 19:21:13 2005
From: SPerkins at uh.edu (Steve Perkins)
Date: Mon Jan 31 19:03:49 2005
Subject: [Genealib] DNA Tests for Genealogical Purposes: BYU and Sorenson
In-Reply-To: <463C519018434DA9B5D6C404308FA3CA.MAI@ipowerweb.com>
References: <463C519018434DA9B5D6C404308FA3CA.MAI@ipowerweb.com>
Message-ID: <41FECB79.9010903@uh.edu>
Jim Pellien wrote:
>Diane,

>
>Thanks for the great information.
test?
>
>Thanks,
>
>Jim
>
>
>
Jim and others:

Who do I contact at BYU for the "FREE" DNA

As already noted, BYUs program is now done throught the Sorenson
Molecular Genetics Foundation,
http://www.smgf.org/
The requirements to participate in the study are on this page:
http://smgf.org:8081/pubgen/site19.jsp
with a link to a form for joining here:
http://smgf.org:8081/pubgen/site2.jsp
This is a large study using the non-combining Y DNA and mtDNA and the
combining autosomal DNA
to try to establish markers that would help to identify the geographical
origins of people at specific times
and places. Participants will NOT get any feedback from this study.
You will not learn your Y DNA
or mtDNA marker values.
When you do have Y DNA values for a surname of interest, you can search
the SMGF Y DNA database
to find those who match you and get some idea of the location where your
haplotype (your marker values)
originated. There is no guarantee that your test results will be
entered in the database. Nor will you get any
email address of those you find in the database. Living persons
information is anonymized.
If you want information on your Y DNA or mtDNA for genealogical
purposes, you need to use one of the
other labs. The exception is in the case of African Americans. Boston
University offers free genealogical DNA
testing for for African Americans, see this web page:
http://www.bumc.bu.edu/Dept/Content.aspx?DepartmentID=350&PageID=5163
A researcher at Howard University, Dr Rick Kittles, has assembled an
extensive database of African DNA
samples and he offers testing, for a fee, through African Ancestry,
http://africanancestry.com/
DNA Heritage, http://www.dnaheritage.com/
tests each month as a prize for people
who link to the DNA Heritage website.
Steven C. Perkins, JD, MLL
Coordinator of Reference Services
U of Houston MD Anderson Library

gives away three 43 marker

From kdr at ckls.org Mon Jan 31 18:35:49 2005
From: kdr at ckls.org (Kathy Rippel)
Date: Tue Feb 1 23:13:53 2005
Subject: [Genealib] DNA Tests for Genealogical Purposes
In-Reply-To: <003801c507d2$c90f8010$e2c8c80a@PolkCOLIBrary>
Message-ID: <200502010030.SAA27989@www.kweb.net>
An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://lists.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20050131/a2d2830f/
attachment.htm

